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“

...us and our family
have the duty
to continue with
this legacy and
commitment for
Tequila.

„
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A MESSAGE FROM

MR. AND MRS. BECKMANN

I

believe Tequila, Jalisco is going to be a unique
model that will make all of us who live here feel
proud about it. Additionally, is rapidly becoming a very important cultural and touristic center. Its appellation comes from the number one
drink in Mexico, and its agave landscapes have
become a visual heritage for mankind. Around
the world, is considered as a magic town.
We still have so much to achieve, but I believe together we will, over time.

Once again, thank you so much to all of
whom have made possible for us to be here today. Thank you so much to Don Plácido Domingo and his dear wife, Doña Martha, for being
the godparents of this cultural center named
after my father, who was the eight generation,
and that us and our family have the duty to
continue with this legacy and commitment for
Tequila.
Beckmann family
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TRIBUTE

10 GENERATIONS

_Today Tequila, Jalisco is very close
to becoming the most notable Magic
Town in Mexico. As I have said before,
this is easy to say, but I am sure that
we will meet that goal much before
than we believe.
Don Juan Beckmann Vidal

W

e keep going with the same love
that for more than ten generations
we have been committed to this
land, with Tequila, Jalisco.
The Foundation was born in 1988 and now
in 2018, beside celebrating the 20th anniversary, we will take as flagship the name Beckmann Foundation as a homage to the family,
specially to Don Juan Beckmann Gallardo. This
is a very important year since we are opening
up the cultural center that bears his name, in
order to extent his great philanthropic legacy,
to return to Tequila what Tequila has given to
this great company.
During these 20 years we have seen a very
important growth, Tequila has won many distinctive appointments such as the declaration
of the agave landscape as a Humanity Cultural
Heritage, to be a Magic Town! And the heart

of the Ruta del Tequila (Tequila Route). We are
also a Smart City and we are working for the
community, education, culture, social topics
and entrepreneurship.
“All of this is worth gold! Because of that
we have to take much care of this wealth and
take actions to preserve it and prevent it from
being affected. We have opted for tourism,
sports and music, and we can proudly see how
a new generation of young people have grown
thanks to the work that all of you have done
for Tequila.”
Today we thank to the community, to the
volunteers and institutions, for being part of
this great history; we thank you for the trust
and the unconditional help, and we ask you to
stay together in this mission for a sustainable
community development for Tequila, to preserve its magic, its charm, and being a place
that people would like to visit and come back.

“

Today Tequila,
Jalisco is very close
to becoming the
most notable Magic
Town in Mexico...

„

Don Juan Beckmann Vidal
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JOURNEY OF

A GREAT MAN

J

Juan Beckmann Gallardo was born in 1908, son of the German consul Juan Beckmann Wilkens and Virginia Gallardo
González Rubio. In 1946 he takes care of the company exports management, and with his family he settles in Tijuana in
order to promote the Tequila exports. It was there where he
started to generate the value chains and the expansion for what
we know today as the largest tequila company in the world.
In 1964 Don Juan Beckmann Gallardo takes charge of the
Jose Cuervo company and from then until the end of his life
he always sought to take care of the workers and farmers
linked to his company. Since his arrival and all along his trajectory as head of the tequila distillery, he showed gratitude
towards the land and people of Tequila. That is where his iconic
phrase comes from: From the agave I shall get the strength so
to give it back to my land. It is in 1975 that he decides to go for
a generational change and, as a last command, his request to
his first born —never leave Tequila and its people unprotected,
you must return to Tequila everything Tequila has given to us—.
Since those days, the Beckmann family begins to adopt a
compromise of love for its country and specially for the Tequila region. Since then, Don Juan Beckmann Vidal also dreams
about transforming the city in a spearhead of sustainable development through tourism, his goal is to improve the quality of
life of the population of this beautiful Mexican region, by means
of employment creation and attracting economic spill.

“

...never leave Tequila
and its people
unprotected, you
must return to Tequila
everything Tequila has
given to us.

„

Don Juan Beckmann Gallardo

“

...Tequila is having
a touristic vocation
and already is a
very important
place to visit.

„
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TEQUILA

A GROWING
MAGIC TOWN

O

riginally Tequila was a town with an industrial and agricultural tradition, that
has been favored with initiatives and
a notorious development during the last 15
years. Many important investments have been
made, both from the government and private
sector, and among them, those that the Beckmann family have made with the objective
of becoming from a merely tequila producer
town, to a Magic Town and the most important
Smart City in Mexico, preserving all its rural
and patrimonial elements; a huge challenge
indeed.
Rurality is good, pretty and attractive to
those living in cities, as long as it integrates
all models of service, quality, technology and
amenities, but we are also including a very
important element that is Tequila’s aspiration
to be a cultural destination. This implies working so much in the creative industries, in all
branches and in all disciplines of art, music and
gastronomy, which is also a creative discipline.

Mundo Cuervo, which celebrated 15 years
this 2018, is a clear example of this vision: it is a
sustainable development model, because generates jobs, brings economic spill and supports
the Región Valles growth. Indicators are very
important, as you can clearly see the growth
since this destination initiated in 2003 until today, the local development has been given to
all population.
This has been benefic to the destination,
Tequila is having a touristic vocation and already is a very important place to visit that is
earning a place among nationals and recognition at an international level, not only because
of its produce, but also as a destination due
to the richness of this land, its hospitality and
everything it has to offer around the tequila.
We are more than a drink, we are gastronomy, we are music, we are history, we are tradition, and something priceless: we are intangible values of the national heritage.
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TEQUILA’S GROWTH
INDICATORS

RESTAURANTS

HOTELS

ROOMS
PER
NIGHT

AVERAGE
STAY

FACTORIES
OFFERING
TOURS

AVERAGE
EXPENSE PER
VISITOR

TROLLEYS

TOURIST
EMPLOYMENT
GENERATED

2003

2

1

30

4 HORAS

2

120

1

477

2016

36

18

374

1.4 DÍAS

10

630

8

3,592

1.700%

1.700%

1.147%

725%

400%

425%

700%

653%

56

20

442

2.3 DÍAS

10

840

13

5,300

56%

11%

18%

67%

0%

33%

63%

48%

% DE CRECIMIENTO
(2003-2016)
2018
% DE CRECIMIENTO
(2016-2018)

Source: Information gathered by the Tequila Trade Chamber in August 2018.

2018

· 15 YEARS OF MUNDO CUERVO
· 20 YEARS OF THE FOUNDATION
· JBG CULTURAL CENTER

184,200 VISITORS

2015

· CONVENTION CENTER
· SOLAR DE LAS ÁNIMAS HOTEL

116,131 VISITORS

2012

· JOSE CUERVO EXPRESS
· CODIT

139,834 VISITORS

2009

· TEQUILA ROUTE
LAUNCHING

96,612 VISITORS

2008

113,750 VISITORS

2006

· AGAVE LANDSCAPE

79,694 VISITORS

2005

· FONDA CHOLULA
· 1ST STAGE TEQUILA ROUTE

44,463 VISITORS

2003

· MAGIC TOWN
· MUNDO CUERVO

18,253 VISITORS

1997

DESIGNATION
OF ORIGIN

13,000 VISITORS

COMMITMENT TO

SUSTAINABILITY

D

uring the Sustainable Development Summit in 2015, it was approved an agenda containing 17 goals of universal application that govern the efforts of more than 150 countries to
achieve a sustainable world by 2030. It is acknowledged that initiatives to promote prosperity must go in hand with strategies that favor not only the economic growth, but also address
needs such as education, health, social protection and job opportunities, while battling climate
change and promote environmental protection.1
Beckmann Foundation seeks to be part of the decisions and actions that affect both our
region and the national and world environments. We agree about that we need to be aligned
to reach these goals, and because of that we want to add and build, hand in hand with all those
involved, government, private sector, civil organizations and the community, forming strategic
alliances that add up and strengthen the development.
Our purpose is to get close to the community and understand their needs, so we can provide
tools, training, education and support. Because there is still so much left to do, we want them to
be able to keep going and stay through time along with their families.

1

Source: https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/en/development-agenda/
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LOCAL INITIATIVES AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
ALIGNMENT

With the Sustainable Community Development Model we are
working with, through our initiatives, programs and activities,
we align with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and
stand firm to our mission of raising the quality of life of those
communities where Mundo Cuervo’s operations are settled.

CULTURE
1

Juan Beckmann Gallardo Cultural

11 La cocina de Evalia Rivera- 		

Center (SDG: 11)

Traditional gastronomy of Tequila

2

Music School (SDG: 4/11)

(SDG: 8/11)

3

Beckmann Foundation Choir

12 Mitlán embroiderers (SDG: 8/11)

(SDG: 4/11)

13 Glass artisan women (SDG: 8/11)

XIV Festival and Academy

14 Agave artisans (SDG: 8/11)

of Tequila 2018 (SDG: 4/11/17)

1

4
5

1st. Cuervo-Petrof international
piano contest (SDG: 4/11/17)

6

3

Art and painting workshop

workshop – 20 years + (SDG: 11)
11 Fogones y Metates – 20 years +
(SDG: 11)
12 Day of the dead and Bread 		
festivals – 20 years + (SDG: 11)

Agave paper and bookbinding
(SDG: 4/8/11/17)

EDUCATION

Leather goSDG workshop with

13 Preventive education

Tec de Monterrey (SDG: 4/8/11/17)

Opera Studio Beckmann
(SDG: 4/11)

7

2

10 Panza llena, corazón contento

(SDG: 3 /4/11)

Plum festival – 20 years +

14 POSIT diagnosis test (SDG: 3/4)

(SDG: 8/11)

15 Workshops (SDG: 3/4/11)

Mushroom festival – 20 years +

16 Permanent psychological 		

(SDG: 4)

4

DEVELOPMENT

5

Stave art – 20 years + (SDG: 8/11)

8

Virtual Learning Community

6

Tasting with a cause (SDG: 4/8)

responsibility for the consumption

Center-Tec de Monterrey

7

Conference: Cultural and creative

of alcoholic beverages campaign

tourism opportunities (SDG: 8/11)

(SDG: 3 /12)

(SDG: 4/11/15/17)

(SDG: 4/8/11/17)
9

Professional Application Projects

8

service and hospitality (SDG: 9)

(PAP) (SDG: 4/8/17)
10 El Chiquihuitillo ranch (SDG: 8/11)

Design Thinking Workshop for

9

orientation (SDG: 3/4)
17 Zero alcohol in minors and 		

18 Sexual education campaign
(SDG: 3/5)

Tequila cultural richness

19 Parent school (SDG: 3/4/5)

20 years – (SDG: 11)

20 Improvement route (SDG: 4/8)
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Source: https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
21 Reading gathering (SDG: 4/17)

31 VIFAC (SDG: 3/10/17)

22 Fast reading course (SDG: 4/17)

32 UAM (SDG: 3/5/10/16/17)

23 Math course (SDG: 4/17)

33 ANSPAC (SDG: 3/5/17)

24 Academic excellence (SDG: 4)

34 Support to FOVAL project

25 Formative workshops for teachers
(SDG: 4/8)
26 2nd Math Congress (SDG: 4/8)
27 Meetings with principals and
teachers technical board
(SDG: 4/17)
28 Teacher’s day celebration
(SDG: 4/8)
29 Educational activities with internal
staff (SDG: 3/12/17)

(SDG: 3/5/17)
35 Agustín Velázquez nursing home
(SDG: 3/10)
36- Giving over houses for victims
(SDG: 3/10/11)
37 Emerging supports (SDG: 3/10/11)
38 Philanthropy committee
(SDG: 3/10/13)
39 Sponsor a child and Adopt an elder
(SDG: 3/10)
40 Golden years (SDG: 3/10)

SOCIAL
30 Liaison offices (SDG: 3/5/10/16/17)

41 There are no limits when it comes
to dreaming conference (SDG: 5/8)

42 Book presentation: Maratón,
by Jorge Cuevas (SDG: 5/8)
43 International women’s day: 		
conference How to be a fulfilled
woman? (SDG: 5/10)
44 Juntas somos campaign – 20
years (SDG: 5/10)
45 Bird mapping project
(SDG: 6/11/12/13/15/17)
46 Sustainable housing
(SDG: 9/11/13/17)
47 Reforestation campaign
(SDG: 11/13/15)
48 Recycling – CIDIGLO
(SDG: 9/11/13/17)

WORKING UNDER AN

INTEGRAL MODEL

T

hrough the Sustainable Community
Development Model, the community
empowerment and the assessment of
all its richness are achieved. Many times the
outside is imitated, while the inside has an invaluable heritage in risk of getting lost. This
model proposal is that tequilenses consider
tourism as a great opportunity to improve
their quality of life.
Mundo Cuervo is producing jobs, attracting economic spill, and it understands that
Tequila has a touristic vocation. We want the
community to understand it as well and appreciate the great potential of everything that
Mundo Cuervo does. We are here to help them
to improve it, professionalize it, and make it
face tourism. This heritage, tangible as well as

intangible, is a great richness simply because
you can’t find it anywhere else.
All this effort is made to assure that all
resources remain through time and families
can move forward against any circumstance.
Building a sustainable structure looks for savings, efficiency, environment care, education
promotion, social strengthening and considers all processes. And in the end what does it
seeks? people’s wellness.
Our current model is conformed of four
strategic lines deeply related between them:
culture, training for work, education y social.
And we rely on three strategic supports: communication, continuous improvement (transparency, ISO 9001:2015, quality management
systems) and territorial-social marketing.
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SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT MODEL
EDUCATION

CULTURE

YOUNG BETWEEN 11 AND
15-YEAR-OLD, TEACHERS,
PARENTS, STAFF.

CHILDREN, YOUTH, ADULTS,
FAMILIES, VISITORS
- JUAN BECKMANN GALLARDO
CULTURAL CENTER
- PLÁCIDO DOMINGO THEATRE
- MUSIC SCHOOL

-PREVENTIVE EDUCATION
-IMPROVEMENT ROUTE
-PARENT SCHOOL

COMMUNICATION

CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT

SOCIAL

TERRITORIAL
AND SOCIAL
MARKETING

BECKMANN
FUNDATION

TRAINING FOR WORK

CHILDREN, SENIORS,
WOMEN AND FAMILIES

YOUTH, FARMERS, ARTISANS, PRODUCERS,
MICRO-ENTREPRENEURS, COMMUNITY

-

- VIRTUAL LEARNING COMMUNITY CENTER
- RURALITY AND LOCAL DEVELOPMENT
- LOCAL HERITAGE MANAGEMENT

LIAISON OFFICES
EMERGING SUPPORTS
PHILANTHROPY COMMITTEE
SUPPORT ECOSYSTEMS
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OUR VISION
This pyramid is paramount to understand our vision and its
bond with our groups of interest. It allows us to see in perspective which are our main objectives of each area and what are
the elements that supports us. This strategy is designed from a
social marketing vision that allows us to have clarity about our
mission, our values and the path to follow.

2018 VISION
THAT BECKMANN FOUNDATION BE A
TRUSTWORTHY INSTITUTION, LOOKING
FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT AND
COMMITTED TO DEVELOP SOCIAL PROJECTS
IN BEHALF OF THE COMMUNITY

KEY MODEL
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT MODEL

GROUPS OF INTEREST
YOUTHS BETWEEN 11 AND 15 YEARS OLD,
MICRO-ENTREPRENEURS, ARTISANS AND
VULNERABLE COMMUNITY
STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES
- RECTIFY ISO 9001:2015
- STRATEGIC ALLIANCES WITH PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS
- LIAISON OFFICES
- GOVERNANCE
- EXECUTIVE PATRONAGE
GROWTH GENERATORS
-INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH
DIFFERENT SECTORS
-PARTICIPATION IN CALLS THAT BENEFITS
SOCIAL PROJECTS
-TERRITORIAL COMMUNICATION AND
MARKETING AHEAD MUNDO CUERVO
DESTINATION

BECKMANN FOUNDATION

QUALITY PHILOSOPHY
Coupled with the strategic lines that make
up the Sustainable Community Development
Model, we work with three functional modules
that supports us whatever be the initiative
we carry out. Each one of these supports
fulfills a specific objective, and through them
we guarantee the achievement of goals with
efficiency, solidity and transparency.

STRATEGIC
SUPPORTS
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CULTURE

STRATETGIC LINE

_Strengthen the interest in the culture and history
of our country is a priority need, to make education
positively transform our nation; it is my wish that
the Juan Beckmann Gallardo Cultural Center be a
legacy for Mexico and the world.
Don Juan Beckmann Vidal

T

o Beckmann Foundation culture is a fundamental value,
we firmly believe that having access and opportunities to
interact with the different manifestations of art strengthen identity and sensitizes the community.
The great commitment is give back to Tequila what Tequila
has given to this great company, for what we want to contribute
to the comprehensive development of its population. Through
culture not only we want to bring the best artists closer, but
that local talent have the opportunity to study with great teachers from all around the world, that they discover their creative
capacity and become professionals.
We are convinced that Tequila has much more to offer than
a product, because Tequila comes from our pre-hispanic forefathers, it has history, it has legend, it is related with gastronomy,
with music, with art. We have everything around us, a great
heritage of which never has been talked about before, we are
a destination with an identity, wishing to become the cultural
heart of Mexico.

“

We are convinced
that Tequila has
much more to offer
than a product...

„
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BENEFICIARIES

This strategic line works and offers classes for all the community: children, youths, adults and families. The training opportunities are at reach for everyone.
The advantages of this effort are not only for those who
assist to the school of music, or the next project we are preparing for art initiation, but for all the population and visitors that
in each corner can enjoy spaces designed to appreciate art and
entertainment of the highest quality.

CULTURAL CORRIDOR

MUSIC
SCHOOL
- CHOIR
- TEQUILA
FESTIVAL AND
ACADEMY
- OPERA STUDIO
BECKMANN

JUAN BECKMANN
GALLARDO
CULTURAL CENTER
- EXHIBITIONS
- ARTISTIC RESIDENCES
- VISIONARY BRIDGE

ART
INITIATION
SCHOOL
- ART AND PAINTING
WORKSHOPS
- LITERATURE
- DANCE

PLÁCIDO
DOMINGO
THEATRE
- CONCERTS
- SHOWS

STRATEGY

We are creating a legacy in Tequila where you
can live “mexicanity”, where history is preserved, where culture is transmitted like never
before, to sensitize, that people generates new
ways of thinking. We want to support Tequila to be one of the bests touristic and cultural
destinations in Mexico, to the world.
The creation of the Juan Beckmann Gallardo Cultural Center is the result of this whole
vision, that will allow expose and share the
enormous cultural and patrimonial heritage
that has been recollected through the years,
just like the Reserva de la Familia collection,
which has many works of art that have been
captured in bottles. We have also supported
cinema and many emerging artists, however,
the greatest scope is to generate a context and
help to people really see it, live it and become
empowered.

We are working to have another cultural venue to offer all the facilities, the highest
technology, ambience and comfort. That’s
why the Foro Jose Cuervo will become Plácido Domingo Theatre, after the renowned artist
whom already have made the honor of placing
the first stone, and that will be a place where
we will have great events, concerts, theatre
plays, ballets from around the world and that
can be proudly performed in Tequila; this place,
said by the tenor himself, is for the youth.
Among the gestating projects that will initiate in 2019 is the Arts initiation school, where
the young ones will be able to find another artistic expression like dancing, painting or theatre; and the Visionary bridge, a space where
will be able to appreciate the life and work of
those visionaries that not only have contributed to the Jose Cuervo Company, but also have
inspired us: “In Cuervo we will reach up to the
limit of the vision our leaders have””.
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BONDING
The project of converting Tequila in the best cultural destination
of Mexico couldn’t become a reality without the conjoint work
with another organizations that supports us and add great value due to their experience, their track record and reputation.
We continuously work with the University of Colima, the
University of Morelia, and we have received the support of
teachers from the TEC de Monterrey, Julliard and Covent Garden, among others. Bonds have been set with several universities, so local students who are ready and have interest in pursuing a career in arts or music, find an academic offer to go and
develop it.
With this cultural complex we want to bond with great institutions and museums, mainly in the Jalisco region, but also at
an international level; to have exchange of exhibits, offer residences for artists, a strengthening of cultural experiences.
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A STORY OF INSPIRATION

14 consecutive years of amazement:
Festival and Academy of Tequila
One of our great achievements on the cultural
field, through the music school and both
national and international bonds we have
established, is the Festival and Academy
of Tequila, in which our main motor is that
students discover they have this creative
capacity and talent.
During 14 consecutive years, the young
musicians of our region have gathered
to participate in clinics imparted by great
teachers and important artists, whom advise
them and help them to improve in different
genres and disciplines. Thanks to these
workshops, the participants have achieved
interpretations in various languages like
German and Italian, as well as getting familiar
with various genres as opera and operetta.
As a closure for this working days, all
together present a show of international
statue in which can be admired the effort and
enthusiasm of both students and teachers. An
unforgettable event that year after year fills
with magic and inspiration the whole region.
This demonstrates the capacity and
talent available in the region, and we hope
that in the future we can also have artists
from outside Tequila, that an artist’s villa be
created, where a cultural exchange arises;
this will be a reality to enlarge the intellectual
strengthening, the disciplines and that art
becomes a banner in the community.
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(INITIATIVES)_

“A PROMISE FULFILLED’’

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

W

ith a stately air that reminds splendorous times, its
impeccable architecture and luxury finishes reflect
the interest for keeping alive the details that praise
the work made by Mexican hands: ceilings, murals, quarry, carpentry, floors, ironwork, luminaire. In these hallways, ancient
art and leading-edge technology are intertwined to offer its visitors a memorable experience.
The Juan Beckmann Gallardo Cultural Center is a matter of
pride, not only because of the legacy it represents or the collections it hosts, but also because above all has been faithful
to the family and the Foundation’s vision of encouraging the
development of the community. Throughout its construction,
local workers were hired, being this project a source of income
to the Tequila families.
Hand in hand with these actions and concerned about
keeping our responsibility to the environment, it was considered the need to create a sustainable building, which not only
has solar panels and a wastewater treatment plant, but also
gardens designed with more than 3,000 plants of different
species as well as respecting the ageless trees already in the
surroundings, in order to contribute to a cleaner air and a
more harmonious space.
Don Juan Beckmann Vidal’s wish is now a reality beginning
to take shape, to share the magic of our culture, our art and
beginning to write stories. By knowing the essence of this place,
you can feel the pride for Mexico born from Tequila, Jalisco.

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES

On last December, Don Juan
Beckmann Vidal presented
the Juan Beckmann Gallardo
Cultural Center to the
community and to his family,
in honor of his father to
whom made the promise of
continue working for Tequila.

• 6 EXHIBITION ROOMS
• 180 GUIDED VISITS
• 3,230 VISITORS
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A STORY ABOUT TRUST

A soprano that changes course in Tequila:
Ariadna Rosales López
Proudly born in Tequila, Jalisco, her first
approach to music was during the Tequila
choir auditions. Everything changed when
she was notified that she was selected. What
started as a hobby, little by little became more
serious.
Not only she discovered she belongs to
something very important, but also how her
voice converged with others. In the choir she
found the confidence to believe that life in
music can be a reality. When she didn’t know
someone can live professionally from music,
she got advice to study in the University
of Guadalajara and later on in Mazatlán, a
Bachelor in Music.
“I can only be nothing but grateful, if
I didn’t get to know the choir, if I had not
decided change my course, I don’t know
where I would be right now. I am so pleased
by the commitment on these projects because
they not only change your perspective, they
change everything in you, they make you
more sensitive to music, and to other people.”
Ariadna currently offers concerts, but
always comes back to the choir to share what
she learns, because she sees in her partners
her same love for music and the curiosity
for wanting to know more. At the Beckmann
Foundation Choir, she understood that people
can dedicate to what they are passionate
about.
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TALENT DEVELOPMENT

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

By supporting the comprehensive development of the children and youth
of Tequila, we seek to complement their studies by getting them close to
music through singing lessons, choir, opera, strings orchestra, symphonic
band, mariachi, percussions or musical theatre. With the support of important teachers who are great orchestra or music directors, we offer basic
courses for beginners, intermediate and advanced students.
Through the school of music and with the support of the Beckmann
Foundation, those students that have demonstrated an extraordinary talent, have been able to get scholarships in other music schools to continue
their education and development in more professional manner.
The school is run by the director Benito Rodríguez, who was a student
himself at this school and actually is an international level opera singer. The
doors are open to anyone who would like to receive this training.

WORKSHOPS

WEEKLY HOURS

TEACHERS

STUDENTS PER
WORKSHOP

CHILDREN’S CHOIR

8

1

ADULT CHOIR

12

1

30

43

BEGINNER VIOLIN AND VIOLA

4

1

20

ADVANCED VIOLIN

4

1

15

GUITAR

8

1

41

GUITAR ASSEMBLY

4

1

12

CELLO

4

1

10
29

AFRICAN PERCUSSIONS

4

1

MARIACHI

8

1

12

SYMPHONIC BAND

8

1

20

4

1

48

CORPORAL EXPRESSION
THEATRE

TOTAL STUDENTS ENROLLED BY OCTOBER 1ST.

*
**
***
****

SOLFÈGE

8*

1**

118

ENGLISH

10

1

60***

GOOGLE

4

1

36****

TO ALL THE INSTRUMENT STUDENTS.
VIOLIN, GUITAR, CELLO, GUITAR ASSEMBLY, MARIACHI, SYMPHONIC BAND.
SCHOLARSHIP STUDENTS FROM THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
SCHOLARSHIP STUDENTS FROM THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC.

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION
11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES

CONCEPT

TOTALS

TEACHERS

16

STUDENTS

328

WORKSHOPS

16

HOURS PER WEEK

94
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BECKMANN FOUNDATION CHOIR

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

It is conformed by the same inhabitants of the community, is a
motive of pride and satisfaction for everyone. They have shared
the stage with great musical celebrities and they are gaining
acknowledgment both in local as well as national presentations.
The Beckman Foundation’s music school choir have carried
out several presentations through the year in many different
places.

EVENT

DATE

CONCERT FOR THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF
BECKMANN FOUNDATION

28/FEB/2018

CUERVO-PETROF PIANO CONTEST

16/MAR/2018

CHILDRENS DAY DISNEY CONCERT

30/APR/2018

OPERETTA LA VERBENA DE LA PALOMA IN FORO CUERVO

09/JUN/2018

MEXICAN GALA IN FORO CUERVO

10/JUN/2018

OPERETTA LA VERBENA DE LA PALOMA IN ZAPOPAN’S CAE

07/JUL/2018

COMPOSITION COURSE

27/JUL/2018

CONCERT CUENTOS DE PEREGRINACIÓN IN ZAPOPAN’S CAE

12/SEP/2018

MOZART’S REQUIEM IN TEC DE MONTERREY,
GUADALAJARA CAMPUS

02/SEP/2018

MOZART’S REQUIEM IN HACIENDA
LA CALAVERA IN EL ARENAL

31/OCT/2018

DAY OF THE DEAD FESTIVAL

02/NOV/2018

JUAN BECKMANN GALLARDO CULTURAL
CENTER OPENING

01/DEC/2018

PATRONAL FEAST CONCERT

04/DEC/2018

CHRISTMAS CONCERT IN FORO CUERVO

07/DEC/2018

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES
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A STORY ABOUT PRIDE

The dream come true:
Sergio Darío González
His story with music starts with the creation
of the Foundation’s Choir, when there was
nothing like it in Tequila, and he saw the
callings for professional singing. He was
selected and began his training until the
Foundation awarded him with a two-year
scholarship for an international opera course
in Saltillo. This granted him a vision of what a
professional singer is.
He entered engineering school because
of the fear of not being able to develop
professionally in music, although that was his
longing. He dropped engineering and started
a degree in music, with a specialty in operatic
singing, in the University of Colima. This was
what really made him happy, he made it to
become part of the choir and was selected as
the tenors head voice.
Although he was away, he frequently
participated in events in Tequila, because
the choir has always been very special
to him, so much that after he graduated
began to work in the music school. In
2016 he had the opportunity to direct the
Beckman Foundation Choir, position he is
still performing today with enthusiasm,
and where he guides and encourages
new generations to follow their dreams of
becoming professional musicians.
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XIV FESTIVAL AND ACADEMY
OF TEQUILA 2018

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

This year, within the festival’s program where included master
classes with international teachers. At the end, two plays where
performed: La verbena de la paloma and Gala mexicana.
•
•

2 plays: La verbena de la paloma and Gala mexicana
1,500 attendees

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES
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1ST CUERVO-PETROF
INTERNATIONAL PIANO
CONTEST

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

With the purpose of promoting piano excellence among the
children and youth of Mexico and the world, it was carried out
the 1st international piano contest in the Juan Beckmann Gallardo Cultural Center, in Tequila.
In alliance with the renowned company from the Czech Republic that makes such pianos, this initiative had two previous
and successful editions of the International Music Academy of
Tequila (2015 and 2016).
The contest called for pianists up to 24 years old, who competed in four categories: debut (up to 10 years old), junior (from
10 to 13 years old), intermediate (14 to 17 years old) and advanced (18 to 24 years old). With this event, Beckmann Foundation and Petrof Pianos seek to bolster the young musical talents
and offer them a professional platform to acquire experience
and improve their interpretative level.

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES
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MUSIC UNITES US

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

It is created by request of the Beckmann family, who seeks to
give back to Tequila and share with the world cultural and natural richness of the Mexican agave zone.
This Magic Town is considered today as the best center for
vocal training in Mexico central region, seeking that our artists
have an international projection, giving them the basis and support so they can have a professional career in the world.
We know music can transform lives and we want every
Mexican have the chance to enjoy this beautiful art and witness
how music unites and helps to transcend borders.
•

1 call

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION
11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES
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ART AND PAINTING WORKSHOP

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

The art workshops offered by the Foundation are a dynamic
and unifying activity, with a potential role in the education of
our children. Drawing, painting and design are abilities that children can use to develop communication capabilities, both internal and with their environment.
•
•

23 participating children
1 and a half month duration

CULTURE STRATEGIC LINE
INDICATORS SUMMARY
PROGRAM

IMPACT

JUAN BECKMANN CULTURAL CENTER

3,230 VISITORS

MUSIC SCHOOL

328 ALUMNI

CHOIR PRESENTATIONS

900 ATTENDEES

XIV FESTIVAL AND ACADEMY OF TEQUILA 2018

1,500 ATTENDEES

ART AND PAINTING WORKSHOPS

23 PARTICIPATING CHILDREN

TOTAL

5,981 PEOPLE

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION
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TRAINING
FOR WORK

STRATEGIC LINE

_This is not a story of success” —Mundo Cuervo
and Don Juan’s project, as a visionary—
it is a story of struggle that has been built
throughout all this time.
Dr. Roberto Delgado Gallart

Economic growth

W

e work so that university and professional education become a reality for all community, and allow
the younger ones to incorporate into the new scopes
of economy, tourism and culture that emerge with the social
and strategic investment made by Mundo Cuervo, so that Tequila become one of the most important cultural destinations
in Mexico.
Tradition and innovation come together within the local development strategy to strengthen the entrepreneurship of the
inhabitants of Tequila and emphasize with great importance
those subjects that tie together leisure, tourism, gastronomy,
cultural heritage and service.
We wish this to allow the people of Tequila to develop businesses or be self-employed in those same lines. Our goal is to
make evident the community identity elements and that holds a
great richness in social values, ancestral attributes and cultural
heritage.

“

...it is a story of
struggle that
has been built
throughout all this
time.

„

STRATEGY
We have the goal that the municipality development integrates both urban zones and rural
communities around it. Training and innovation
are the tools contributing to the integration of
inhabitants to local development, using technology and Smart City standards.
The goal is for the Tequila community to
become a center for creative economy, where
tangible and intangible heritages —gastronomy, traditions, customs, agri-food production,
town festivities and natural resources— be the
engine to undertakings and new business pro-

posals, that generate jobs and a constant and
sustainable economy, both for the inhabitants
and for the visitors.
The means to reach these goals are education and training: virtual, technological and in
person, all throughout the year, with a schedule for workshops, conferences, seminaries
and discussions to develop the identity of the
community in an innovative way, being attractive to the region residents and a differentiator
for outsiders around the tequila culture.
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BENEFICIARIES
The Foundation works to facilitate the living conditions of the
Tequila inhabitants and bring development opportunities, both
personal and social. The groups of interest that are benefited
by these actions are: entrepreneurs, artisans, owners of restaurants, bakeries, small inns, micro-producers and local inhabitants.

VIRTUAL
LEARNING
COMMUNITY
CENTER-TEC
DE MONTERREY
- TRAINING
- DIPLOMA COURSE
- SOCIAL INNOVATION
- PAP
- CRAFT SCHOOL

HERITAGE
MANAGEMENT
- TRADITIONS RECOVERY
- INTANGIBLE HERITAGE
- IDENTITY

DESTINATION
TEQUILA
- RURALITY
- ENTREPRENEURSHIP
- WORKSHOPS
- EVENTS
- CONFERENCES

BENEFICIARIES
- YOUTHS
- MICRO-PRODUCERS
- ARTISANS
- PRODUCERS
- COMMUNITY

OUR ALLIES
- UNIVERSITIES
- CITY HALL
- PRIVATE SECTOR
- NGOS
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OUR ALLIES
The consolidation of the reached goals is the result of the work of
several institutions and strategic participants, in alliance with the
Foundation. Thanks to this bonding and to the union of organized
efforts, you can strengthen initiatives with team work spirit and
social growth.
Tecnológico de Monterrey. Opening of the Virtual Learning Community Center, with excellency academic programs and a line of
model products.
Universidad de Guadalajara/CUCBA
Scientific dissemination of mycology, and promotion of
mycological related tourism in the Volcán de Tequila.
Support for mapping and research of birds in the Tequila
volcano as an indicator of biological conservation, since the
volcano is the more important source of water collection for the
tequila industry.
ITESO.
Through their Professional Application Projects (PAP):
Feasibility diagnosis for the creation of Vías verdes en la Ruta del
Tequila, in the Agave Landscape, World Heritage.
Program for the better use and conservation of activities in
heritage sites: preservation of craft techniques for the design of
textiles and agave products, and the creation of a social map
that includes the whole population to promote the mobility of
tourists all over the territory, beyond the historical center.
Tequila City Hall. Bonding with strategic areas.
Chamber of Commerce. Pairing their activities with the specific
areas of impact; this way, resources and efforts are optimized.
Multi Attention Center CAM#37. Impulse to the creation of NGOs
and social ventures, specially to this institution for people with
special abilities, for the creation of opportunities and job inclusion.
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42,009 INHABITANTS
50.9 % WOMEN

6 HEALTH CENTERS
17.3 % HEALTH SERVICES ACCESS

34 SCHOOLS
20.1 % ACCESS TO EDUCATION

JALISCO
MEXICO

13 TEMPLES

TUITAN
JALPILLA

SAN PEDRO ANALCO

ATEMANICA

TAPESCO

MITLÁN

SAN MARTÍN
SANTA TERESA

EL SALVADOR

CHIQUIHUITILLO
AGUACALIENTE

MEDINEÑO
TEQUILA
SANTA ANA
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(INITIATIVES)_

VIRTUAL LEARNING
COMMUNITY CENTER-TEC
DE MONTERREY
LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

L

ocal development practice is a basic premise, entrepreneurship and social innovation must go hand in hand with
those elements that give identity to the town’s life. This vision is a directive of the work made in all areas.
The Foundation initiatives are carried out because there is
investment in Tequila. A training platform is being approached
to the population in order to associate the local identity with
the rest of the territory, and increase the job opportunities.
This year an alliance was established with Tec de Monterrey
to make the Virtual Learning Community Center a reality. Its
purpose is that all youth can study and, through technology,
take short and diploma courses, bachelor and master degrees
or doctorates in hospitality and gastronomy, with the best
teachers, and without the need to move outside their territory.
To set down this imminent promise is momentous for the
Foundation, promising to the future of Tequila and an example
to other people.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

11

17

SUSTAINABLE CITIES PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
AND COMMUNITIES

1 ongoing collaboration agreement Tec de Monterrey/Beckmann Foundation
3 online diploma courses (Gastronomic management, Hospitality and tourism and Five
steps to make your business grow)
80 interviews with people interested in diploma courses
10 interviews with scholarship applicants
1 microsite for the Virtual Learning Community Center
10 computer equipment sent by Tec de Monterrey
7 visits to reference centers
2 activity collaborators
1 agreement for internships on the Gastronomic management diploma course

“
„

The Foundation initiatives
are carried out because
there is investment
in Tequila...
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PROFESSIONAL APPLICATION
PROJECTS (PAP)

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

I

n alliance with the Western Institute of Technology and Higher
Education (ITESO), we seek the best use and conservation of the
context surrounding the patrimonial development of Tequila,
through the development of two strategic PAP’s:
Feasibility diagnosis for the creation of Vías verdes en la Ruta del
Tequila, in the Agave Landscape, World Heritage. A network of local leaders is conformed in the territory of the Tequila Route, Arenal, Amatitán and Tequila to identify the elements that will build
one of the most important mobility routes of the territory for hiking and cycling.
Program for the better use and conservation of activities in
heritage sites. The Foundation, through the Craft school and in
hand with ITESO —through PAP’s— looks for the rescue and rethinking of crafts or hand works made in the community, the preservation of craft techniques for the design of textiles and agave
products, and the creation of a social map including all the places
of interest related with the life dynamic of the community and its
inhabitants. The purpose of this program is to increase the mobility
of tourists all over the territory, beyond the historical center.

•
•
•
•

2 academic experts
18 students working on the field, from communication,
design, industrial engineering and marketing careers
5 communities and 10 families benefited
Communities: El Chiquihuitillo ranch, Mitlán, Tapexco and
head municipality of Tequila

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION
8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

PAP PROJECTS DEVELOPED

El Chiquihuitillo ranch
In the Tequila canyon, there’s a community that produces plums,
pumpkin, vegetables and agriculture inputs and organic foods that
supply to traditional and regular restaurants in Tequila. The intervention work is their branding development to help them increase
their sales points on social networks and strengthen their production system.
•

1 family

La cocina de Evalia Rivera-Traditional gastronomy of Tequila
Convert Tequila in one of the best gastronomical destinations in the
region requires go deep to its gastronomy origins, and to rethink in
an imaginative way the elements that craft this ancient tradition:
hobs, metates, oven bakery, pumpkin seed mince. The intervention
work is the branding development and the integration of a marketing strategy.
•

1 family

Mitlán embroiderers
In the Tequila mountain range, in Mitlán, there is a tradition inherited from grandmothers to mothers and daughters. In order to
support their initiative for growing the commercialization of their
products, a branding was developed, new design models were set
along new embroidery techniques to make the work of the embroiderers more attractive to the visitors.
•

7 women and their families

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES
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Agave artisans
From the agave plant, the artisans of Tequila extract raw materials that they harness to make handicrafts and the employ
their techniques in the production of quality objects for touristic
consumption.

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

8
•
•

2 participations in fairs and expositions
5 artisans

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES

Glass artisan women
In the head municipality of Tequila, there is a group of entrepreneurial women who receive in donation the glass bottles from
La Antigua Casona restaurant, the Solar de las Ánimas hotel
and the Hacienda Centenario Lázaro Gallardo. They use diverse
techniques to reuse these glass materials creating decorative
objects, lamps or jewelry. To back up their self-employment initiative, they are being supported with the development of an
image, branding and a product catalog.
•

2 women

Agave paper and bookbinding
We have a group of youngsters who are dedicated to work with
agave paper and professional bookbinding, and they are also in
a process of continuous training with a professional bookbinder.
The goal is to stimulate the use of agave paper to become quality
objects that can be offered to visitors.
•
•
•
•

1 professional bookbinding workshop
8 practice sessions with regional materials
15 workshop attendees
6 members of the bookbinding network

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES

17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
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A STRUGGLE STORY

Family legacy and tradition:
El Chiquihuitillo ranch
All these investments made by the Beckmann
Foundation are based on the life of the people who
support this chain. It has to be productive enough so
their children do not abandon the fields, so we use this
strategy called 2G: we work with two generations, this is
the case of El Chiquihuitillo ranch.
A small community located in the Sierra de Tequila,
where since years ago the family produces organic
supplies, vegetables, corn, chili, bean, pumpkin, cattle,
milk, cheese and meat.
Working with the ITESO alumni, we helped them
to accelerate their business model and the marketing
strategy of their produce, in addition to professionalizing
the processes with which they had already been
working and standardize the service they offer. Currently
they sale their products as suppliers to the Solar de las
Ánimas hotel and the Antigua Casona restaurant.
Their production and business model allows them
to receive guided visits to the ranch, where tourists can
experience the rural life and participate in the production
activities accordingly to the season, for example helping
with the harvest of plums and traditional cuisine.
But the most important is that the next generation
was integrated. They are actually studying agronomy,
so they can find attractive to keep working with
the family legacy and do not lose the generational
transition.
They receive training, advice, and are presented
with timely information so they can make decisions
about their business and investments. We work hand in
hand for Tequila to be an attractive destination, seedbed
of creative industries and innovating processes, without
losing the essence of tradition.
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Leather goods workshop with Tec de Monterrey
At the Innovation Center in the Tecnológico de Monterrey,
through the leather goods workshop —where leather is worked
in many forms and uses—, it was developed a project with students from the design career, to train the young people of Tequila on a craft, and favor the generation of jobs.
The first stage was launched and we will continue with this
relationship through 2019. The expectation is to consolidate a
collective group that designs items and crafts with leather, and
offer them for sale to visitors, and in that way support to improve their income.
•

10 students

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH
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TEQUILA DESTINATION

T

he rural life is an important element of
the Tequila development as a destination. Besides enjoying the elaboration
process and culture of tequila, our visitors can
repeat their visit along different times of the
year: each season has something different to
offer!
Our task is to establish mechanisms that
allow those who visits us, to touring and knowing another elements of the Tequila territory, the valley, the canyon, the volcano or the
mountain range, which feed an enrich the municipality.

Integrating the Tequila rurality to the existent dynamics means to secure the experience,
as well as creating reasons and cultural events
so the visitors return several times a year. This
way we can offer a diversity of customs, traditions and climates.
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“

“We are sons and heirs of three
generations, of families that make
the tequila in a traditional tavern,
instead of the agave, now we put
the plum to ferment and distill it. It
is an innovation of something that
is typical of Tequila, the plum’’.

„

Jorge y Sergio Contreras

A STORY ABOUT GROWTH

Innovation in Tequila towards the
future: Tapexco, Sierra de Tequila
It is a picturesque ranch nestled in the
Sierra de Tequila. It is part of the rural
communities of the municipality that
produce in May the different varieties of
plum, an endemic product of this region.
The Contreras family, who are experts in
producing artisan tequila, were worried
about giving plums an innovative use, so
they created a distillate from the fruit.
With this, they can take advantage of the
surplus of the plum harvest and fuse a
knowledge inherited by more than three
generations in the artisanal distillation of
agave for tequila.
Traditionally the first cut of plums
is sold at the Central de Abastos in
Guadalajara. However most of the time the
following cuts are not well paid, so that
they were no longer made and the fruit
was wasted. Now it is piped to distill and
prepare a crystalline plum distillate.
Advised and accompanied in this
process, their brand and label was
developed, and they will be given
continuity with the legal aspects for the
commercialization of this innovative
product.
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(20 YEARS)_

PLUM FESTIVAL

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

There are a series of events that accompany the life of the town
and favor their traditional dynamics of economy. What we do
is accelerate them and make them innovative, especially within
the celebrations of the 20th anniversary of the Foundation. By
making a plum event, the product becomes more sophisticated,
it is transformed, it becomes attractive and innovative to the
tourist.
The Plum Festival is a meeting between producers and
families that seek to show visitors to the magical town of Tequila, the benefits of their land, the gastronomic heritage that
accompanies the tequila drink, and make visible other forms of
life in the production chain.

ACTIVITIES

ATTENDEES

INFORMATION MEETING

LOCAL PLUM AND MANGO PRODUCERS

WORKSHOP: PRODUCTS DERIVED
FROM PLUM

6 FAMILIES OF PRODUCERS

PRESS CONFFERENCE

MEDIA

EDUCATIONAL TASTING: TEQUILA
AND PLUMS

110 ATTENDEES

PUBLIC CLASS: COOKING WITH
PLUMS

50 ATTENDEES

TALK: HOW DO THE PLUMS GET TO
TEQUILA?

50 ATTENDEES

CHILD PASS: LET'S CUT PLUMS

20 CHILDREN

PRODUCERS FAIR

14 LOCAL PRODUCERS

TOTAL ATTENDEES

250 PEOPLE

8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES
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(20 YEARS)_

MUSHROOM FESTIVAL

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

Organized in collaboration with the UDG-CUCBA, through the
mycology laboratory, and the regional ecotourism agency COA.
The mushroom festival is a cultural, gastronomic and scientific
festival to celebrate and spread the role of the wild mushrooms
that grow in the rainy season in the volcano —natural and cultural heritage of the community of Tequila—, as well as to promote the practice of mycotourism in the region.
The festival of the mushroom is a celebration of the
bio-cultural heritage of the region, which is part of the projects that took place in the framework of the commemoration
for the 20th anniversary of the Foundation.

VENUE

4

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES

QUALITY
EDUCATION

15

17

LIFE ON LAND

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

ACTIVITIES

PARTICIPANTS

PLAYFUL MUSHROOMS HARVEST

40 CHILDREN, 40 ADULTS, 30 VOLUNTARIES FROM
CUCBA AND MICOTURISMOS MÉXICO, DEPT. OF
MYCOLOGY.

LIVING MUSHROOMS EXHIBITION AND SCIENTIFIC AREA

80 ASSITANTS

INAUGURATION OF THE EXHIBITION AND FAIR OF
PRODUCERS AND ARTISANS

7 PRODUCERS, 80 ASSITANTS

LA CATA (TEQUILA,
JALISCO)

TALK: MUSHROOMS AND TOURISM IN TEQUILA WITH MTRO.
LEOBARDO PADILLA

60 ASSITANTS

JOSE CUERVO STREET
(TEQUILA, JALISCO)

MUSHROOMS AND TEQUILA TASTING

100 ASSITANTS

ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE.

10 PARTICIPANT CHILDREN
100 EDUCATIONAL BOOKLETS DELIVERED

PUBLIC CLASS OF COOKING WITH MUSHROOMS, WITH CHEF
EDUARDO MARÍN

50 PARTICIPANTS

LA CATA (TEQUILA,
JALISCO)

TALK: MYTHS AND REALITIES OF MUSHROOMS, WITH DR.
LAURA GUZMÁN DÁVALOS

60 ASSITANTS

TEQUILA MAIN SQUARE

NORTEÑO DANCE WITH LAS PAPAYAS DE CELAYA

100 ASSITANTS

TOTAL

757 REACHED PEOPLE

VOLCÁN DE TEQUILA

TEQUILA MAIN SQUARE

TEQUILA MAIN SQUARE
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(20 YEARS)_

STAVE ART

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

This initiative was a creative space for the participation of Tequila youth in the special anniversary projects. Guided by six
artists from Guadalajara, they intervened the staves of the barrels that already fulfilled their life cycle and that were previously used for the aging of tequila.
Besides the artistic work, a talk was given about the history,
importance and art of barrel making. The objective is to make
barrel producers visible, and to promote innovation to make it
more attractive and mobilize the local economy.
•

3 days of activities

8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES

ACTIVITIES

PARTICIPANTS

STAVE ART WORKSHOP

17 YOUNG PARTICIPANTS Y 6 EMERGING ARTISTS

STAVE ART EXHIBITION

6 STAVE ART

EXHIBITION INAUGURATION

60 ATTENDEES

TALK ABOUT THE ART OF BARREL MAKING

60 ATTENDEES

CONCERT BY TEKISTRAITS

100 ATTENDEES

SHOW AND PUBLIC SALE OF TRADITIONAL CASKS

1 FAMILY OF COOPERS

TOTAL ATTENDEES

248 PEOPLE
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LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

Voces de Tequila
A collective initiative in which different institutions without political or religious interest,
unite to help a good cause. Everything procured in the event is a direct donation to support the Multiple Care Center 37, Mercedes
Hernández de Orendain.
This institution not only receives people
with disabilities, it also cares for children with
learning problems or other special educational
needs. They are dedicated to train and educate
autonomous people, capable of integrating to
Tequila’s work environment, seeking the inclusion of their students in regular schools. In this
way, the barriers of discrimination that are
systematically faced during their development
are transferred.
•
•
•
•

1 event
11 participant institutions
5 promotional pieces
50 benefited students

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH
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Conference: Cultural and creative tourism opportunities
Given by Dr. Arch. Monica Solórzano Gil to learn how other destinations manage to attract tourists and retain them by having
a proper management of its tangible and intangible heritage.
There, it was shared that with the use of cultural products
it can be given impetus to creative and cultural activities in the
traditional neighborhoods of cities, can encourage a new model
of creative tourism, participatory or alternative, also called orange tourism.
•
•

3 talks
237 assitants

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

9
INDUSTRIES,
INNOVATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES
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Workshop: Design Thinking for service and hospitality
The workshop was held in the classroom of Design Thinking at
the facilities of the Tecnológico de Monterrey Campus Guadalajara. Participated a group of executives from the business units
of Solar de las Ánimas hotel, Hacienda Centenario Lázaro Gallardo, Villa Tequila hotel, Beckmann Foundation, Tequila Adventure, Fonda Cholula, Juan Beckmann Gallardo Cultural Center,
Tequila Red Cross and Mexico Tequila Tours. The main topics
that were worked on were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation and trends in service
Journey maps
Design Thinking for the development of services
Inspiration (knowing the needs of our clients)
Development (search for solutions)
Evaluation (feedback of solutions by the client)
Application (feasibility and viability)
20 people

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

9
INDUSTRIES,
INNOVATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE
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(20 YEARS)_

TEQUILA CULTURAL
RICHNESS

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

To share our pride with the whole community, but also to remember our commitment to education, on the occasion of the
20th anniversary of the Foundation this year we designed a
special activity for children where we teach them, through a
small talk, the main richness of the region, many of which they
already know and live on a daily basis, so we refocus them on
their intangible value.
In this workshop, given by MS Iztaccihuatl Castro Medina,
the children had the opportunity to identify the main elements
of their heritage and translate it in their own way, through various techniques of acrylic painting.
•
•

100 participant children
2 days workshop

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES
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LOCAL HERITAGE
MANAGEMENT

F

or the Foundation, intangible heritage management, in
accordance with what the World Tourism Organization
(WTO) indicates, is to rescue and preserve the traditions
and customs of a people, which give identity to the community.
From the Foundation, in several of the areas, what we do
is to identify and work with the inhabitants together, through
the dissemination of traditional gastronomy, the promotion of
traditional festivals and art, endemic products, dissemination
of the uses of agave and awareness of the protection of natural landscapes, whether to generate productive projects or to
strengthen educational values.
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(20 YEARS)_

WORKSHOP: PANZA LLENA,
CORAZÓN CONTENTO

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

The main objective of this event was to bring children to the
knowledge of the gastronomic treasures of the town and raise
awareness of the importance of caring for and respecting their
treasures, as well as integrating them to anniversary activities,
as key actors throughout these 20 years of work.
They had the opportunity to get in touch with scents, smells
and tastes that represent regional food. On the other hand,
these children met and tasted some seasonal fruits that grow
in the ravine and are considered treasures by the tequilenses.
•
•

60 participant children
2 day workshop

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES
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(20 YEARS)_

FOGONES Y METATES:
2ND TRADITIONAL COOKS
AND LOCAL PRODUCERS
GATHERING
LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

_Flavors and knowledge that have been inherited from
grandmothers to daughters, to granddaughters. We want to
rescue those systems of productive life, because the agricultural
part feeds the gastronomic authenticity of the town.
Tequila destination, producer of the most important drink of
Mexico in the world. In a few years it will be one of the destinations that will have one of the most important gastronomic offerings in the state of Jalisco. To achieve it we work tirelessly in
the mapping and conservation of the elements that constitute
the culinary wealth of the region.
To celebrate this continuous work, every year the Foundation calls for a meeting between traditional cooks and local
producers of Tequila, a space for conversation, collaboration
and innovation, this gastronomic festival is called Fogones y
metates:
•
•
•

680 people
20 producers
10 traditional cooks from the communities of Mitlán,
Atemanica, El Roble, El Chiquihuitillo and Jala
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

MASTER CONFERENCES BY CULINARY EXPERTS

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION

RAFAEL MIER – FUNDACIÓN TORTILLA MEXICANA,
A.C.

PUBLIC TASTING FOR THE BRAVE
TEQUILAY CHILE

PHD ARACELY AGUILAR MELENDREZ –
UNIVERSIDAD DE XALAPA, EXPERT IN BIODIVERSITY
AND PEPPERS

TASTING OF DISHES FROM
THE SIERRA DE TEQUILA

MARÚ TOLEDO – CHEF, RESEARCHER AND EXPERT
IN TRADITIONAL CUISINE OF JALISCO

DISHES CONTEST BETWEEN
RESTAURANTS

JAIME LUBIN ZERMEÑO – SLOOW FOOD TAPATÍO
AND WORKSHOP OF AMAZEMENT

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES
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(20 YEARS)_

DAY OF THE DEAD AND
BREAD FESTIVALS

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

The Day of the dead festival, is part of the celebrations for the
Foundation’s anniversary, but it also goes on this annual calendar of events that allow to culminate some type of previous investigation activity or documentation of customs and traditions
or intangible heritage of the community.
The Day of the dead festival, is held on the date on which
the community has activities related to this theme, and in parallel, an altar of the dead is built in the square, and activities are
carried out with children, young people and adults.
This year we called the bakers of the community, this is
possible to a research and mapping work that the Foundation
did with them 3 years ago, —Tequila has more than 20 traditional bakeries— and the bread fair was held, where people could
buy and taste pan de muerto or any other variety of typical
Tequila bread.

VENUE

ACTIVITIES

PARTICIPANTS

OPENING AND TOUR OF THE TEQUILA BAKERS FAIR
INAUGURATION OF THE DEAD FESTIVAL OF TEQUILA
2018 (WELCOME, READING, RIBBON CUTTING)
PROCESSION OF THE SOULS - BECKMANN
FOUNDATION CHOIR
TEQUILA
MAIN
SQUARE

80O

EXPOSITION AND LIT OF A GIANT ALTAR
OF THE DEAD
OFFERING FOR ATTENDEES: PAN DE MUERTO,
CHOCOLATE AND CHAMPURRADO
TALES OF PURE FRIGHT / STREET THEATRE

20O

MOVIE PROJECTION “COCO”

20O

TOTAL REACH

1,200

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES
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TRAINING FOR WORK
INDICATORS SUMMARY
PROGRAM

IMPACT

VIRTUAL LEARNING COMMUNITY CENTER

80 INTERESTED PEOPLE INTERVIEWED / 5 PILOT STUDENTS

PAP´S ITESO / CRAFTS SCHOOL

18 STUDENTS

“EL CHIQUIHUITILLO” RANCH

1 FAMILY

LA COCINA DE EVALIA RIVERA

1 FAMILY

MITLÁN EMBROIDERERS

7 WOMEN

GLASS ARTISAN WOMEN

2 WOMEN

AGAVE ARTISANS

5 ARTISANS

ENERGIZING OF THE AGAVE PAPER FACTORY

15 WORKSHOP ATTENDEES / 6 NETWORK MEMBERS

LEATHER GOODS WORKSHOP WITH TEC DE MONTERREY

10 STUDENTS

PLUM FESTIVAL

250 PEOPLE

TEQUILA MUSHROOM FESTIVAL

757 PEOPLE

STAVE ART

248 PEOPLE

TASTING WITH A CAUSE

50 STUDENTS

CONFERENCE: CULTURAL AND CREATIVE TOURISM
OPPORTUNITIES

237 ATTENDEES

WORKSHOP: DESIGN THINKING

20 PARTICIPANTS

WORKSHOP: TEQUILA CULTURAL RICHNESS

100 CHILDREN

WORKSHOP: PANZA LLENA, CORAZÓN CONTENTO

60 ATTENDEES CHILDREN

2ND TRADITIONAL COOKS AND LOCAL PRODUCERS GATHERING

680 PEOPLE, 20 PRODUCERS, 10 TRADITIONAL COOKS

DAY OF THE DEAD FESTIVAL

1,200 ATTENDEES

TOTAL

3,771 PEOPLE
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EDUCATION
STRATEGIC LINE

_Education is the foundation of development.
Mrs. Doris Legorreta de Beckmann

T

he history of Tequila’s youth comes all the way back from
its roots, which lead the Foundation to orientate not only
the teaching, but also something that underlies: the reality of children and adolescents in a phase very vulnerable to risk.
These aspects have included intense periods promoting
teaching, through educational and training schemes, designed
in a creative way, with technical, pedagogical and human basis
for any profession.
To follow up the crystallization of our goal, we generate
that young people with limited opportunities and growing in a
hard work environment, can see themselves applying academic
knowledge, on firm and proactive paths, with a support network context, so they can be agents of change in the community of Tequila.

“

To follow up the
crystallization
of our goal,
we generate
opportunities...

„
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BENEFICIARIES
Through this integral model of education, year after year, young
people between 11 and 15 years old are benefited from our
initiatives. Simultaneously we work with the entire educative
community and parents, to reinforce the environment on which
they are evolving; integrating a positive bond that allows cognitive and affective development.
We have established an alliance with institutions specialized in education issues, propitiating the psycho-educational
development of the young people benefited with the programs.

PARENTS

· DIAGNOSIS
· WORKSHOPS
· PSYCHOLOGICAL
ORIENTATION
· LIFE PROJECT
· PERMANENT CAMPAIGNS

· WORKSHOPS
· CONFERENCES
· CONGRESSES
· COURSES
· RECOGNITION
FOR ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE

· ASSESSMENT
· ORIENTATION
· WORKSHOPS
· CONFERENCES

ACCOMPANIMENT

STUDENTS/TEACHERS
CORPORATE STAFF

TRAINING

TEENAGERS
FROM 11 TO 15

PREVENTION

PARENT
SCHOOL

SENSITIZATION

IMPROVEMENT
ROUTE

EDUCATIONAL
INNOVATION

PREVENTIVE
EDUCATION

PREPARATION

INTEGRAL MODEL
OF EDUCATION
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STRATEGY
We work to ease the process of academic
learning and to promote values in children and
adolescents, for their personal and community
growth; implementing different strategies of
personal and social development in each one
of them, seeking their own improvement and
solidity of healthy self-concept, according to
his age.
•
•

•

•

Consumption of drugs at this age increases
the risk of developing an addiction.
During adolescence, conflicts, emotions and
interaction with the environment take on
greater relevance.
Certain problems in the transition of adolescent autonomy can generate family
conflicts.
To differentiate friendships that help,
from those that leads them to make wrong
decisions.

•

•
•

To offer them meaningful experiences that
can be applied to reality, reinforcing the interest in studying.
Job opportunities increase the possibility of
adolescents dropping out of high school.
Demonstrating adaptive ways to resolve
conflicts is a necessary social skill.

The impact that Beckman Foundation
has on young people is permanent, encouraging them to study through formative and
educational programs, having as a reference
the plans and programs recommended for
the student population, with the 2018 model.
We have been introducing the youth to a new
vision, in the comprehension reading and applied mathematics areas, two important pillars
in the pedagogical system, required for all other subjects and aspects of his life.
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STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

We are convinced that the sum of the efforts of
more than one actor multiplies the benefits in
favor of our people. When carrying out our job,
we work hand in hand with important agents
and institutions without which, this ambitious
project would not be possible, such as the Ministry of Public Education (SEP), Jalisco Ministry
of Education (SEJ), the teachers union, heads
of sectors, teaching crews (supervisors, principals and teachers), parents’ society, private
institutions that support us with educational
innovation programs, AS Capacitación (LECTUM/DUXVIA) and Fundación de Investigación
Social AC (FISAC).
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(INITIATIVES)_

PREVENTIVE EDUCATION

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

T

hrough this program the Beckman Foundation works directly
with the three main agents of change within the community: teenagers, teachers and parents. The purpose of forming
responsible young people, leaders, entrepreneurs, is that they can
transform and improve their community. Preventive education is a
process of 6 stages.
By following up this project we are able to detect young people at potential risk, through the process of participatory diagnosis
(POSIT), addressing vulnerable areas in this stage of human and
psychological development.
This way we can support their academic performance and their
physical and emotional integrity, seeking an expedient follow-up
that facilitates their design and visualization in the future.

1

3

DETECTION

4

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING
11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES

THERAPY AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ORIENTATION
IF CANALIZED, BDI (BECK DEPRESSION INVENTORY)
OR BAI (BECK ANXIETY INVENTORY) TOOLS ARE APPLIED.

POSIT

(PROBLEM ORIENTED
SCREENING INSTRUMENT
FOR TEENAGERS)

VERY HIGH-RISK CASES ARE TRANSFERRED TO OTHER
ENTITIES. A LETTER IS ISSUED TO THE PRINCIPAL
INCLUDING THE DIAGNOSIS OF THE TEENAGERS AND
THE TREATMENT SUGGESTIONS, SO THEY CAN WORK
WITH THEIR PARENTS TO TAKE THE BEST ACTIONS.

5

2

FORMATIVE
WORKSHOPS

4

LIFE PROJECT

QUALITY
EDUCATION

POSIT OUTCOME
DIAGNOSIS

6

FOLLOW UP
WITH HIGH
SCHOOL STAFF
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Diagnosis test (POSIT)
This tool is applied to the entire population of secondary school
students, and a personalized service is provided to all of those
whose results represent a risk area. The higher the score, the
greater the vulnerability.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Results 2017–2018
6 secondary school attended
56 groups of 6 secondary schools of the 3rd grade
Students assessed: 1,925
Students detected at risk: 155 (8%)
Female: 95 (61.3%)
Male: 60 (38.7%)

CONCEPT

POSIT
2016-2017

POSIT
2017-2018

POSIT
2018-2019

TOTAL STUDENT
POPULATION

2,103

1,957

1,809

ASSESSED

2,103

1,925

1,809

DETECTED AT
RISK

168

155

120

FEMALE

109

95

66

MALE

79

60

54

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION
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Workshops
Young are a projection of their family system, as they go relating their adolescence process to the sensations and attitudes
they are experiencing, through a creative and trustworthy explanation, the greater would be the change that their formation
is also causing within the families.
For this reason and as a complement to balance the everyday situations they live, workshops of both, academic and
formative content, were given

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES

WORKSHOP NAME

SESSIONS

ATTENDEES

LOVE DOES NOT HURT

5

166

END OF SLAVERY

6

198

THE POWER OF THOUGHT

5

114

EMOTIONS AND FEELINGS

1

7

LIFE PROJECT

4

83

TOTALS

21

568

PUBLIC

TEQUILA
SECONDARY
SCHOOL
STUDENTS

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION
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LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

Permanent psychological orientation
Areas of greatest risk are detected according to the diagnosis;
through workshops and psychological counseling, with parent’s
authorization, we start working with them individually and confidentiality.
•
•

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

782 psychological orientation
6,005 invested hours

Interactive sexual education project: E week
Thanks to the support of the Tecnológico de Monterrey university, awareness project on pregnant teens problems was implemented.
This research, mapping and data base, were conducted by
an interdisciplinary group, composed of 5 students, to develop
an interactive project for young between 11 and 15 years; where
questions on sexuality issues would be ask freely and anonymously. This social campaign will be launched in 2019 with the
support of volunteers from this institution.
•

3

5 students

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

5
GENDER
EQUALITY
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LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

Sexual education campaign
Responding to the need of improving information, due to the
concern for adolescent pregnancies and the indiscriminate use
of the “next day” pill, this campaign consisted of orienting with
educational talks, the third grade students of all high schools.
Conferences and workshops were held with the same content
and audiovisual material for both men and women. For these
activities trainers and surgeons assisted, who were previously
prepared in both content and forms, in order to provide similar
knowledge to the different groups.
•
•
•

6 attended schools
3rd grade secondary groups
350 students benefited

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

5
GENDER
EQUALITY
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Zero alcohol in minors and responsibility
for the consumption of alcoholic beverages
campaign
Secondary and high school students lived the
Zero alcohol campaign, through educational
dynamics and playful activities. This interaction allowed them to experience alcohol effect
simulation on daily life actions, to think over the
importance of not drinking alcohol at an early
age and to understand the difference between
responsible and irresponsible consumption.
The “Zero alcohol in minors” application
was launched. It provides prevention and protection tips, based on the characters of the play
El último trago presented during the campaign.
All possible social actors are involved, including the tenants that sell alcohol. Experiential workshops are held to raise awareness and
commit not to sell alcohol to minors.

•
•

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pedromora.ceroalcohol

SESSIONS

PUBLIC

PERSONS

1

TEQUILA HIGH SCHOOLS

1,200

1

TECNOLÓGICO MARIO MOLINA
CAMPUS TEQUILA

800

1

TEQUILA SECONDARY SCHOOLS

1,900

4

UNIVERSITIES OF
GUADALAJARA AND MEXICO
CITY

2,100

TOTALS

6,000

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

12
RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION
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IMPROVEMENT ROUTE

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

I

t is a guideline in the education strategy to
optimize the planning and effective application of programs, to solve the needs of
young people, teachers and the educational
community.

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH
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Educational actions with corporate staff
As part of our educational and awareness-raising work, we extend some topics of interest to the corporate staff, employees
and collaborators of Casa Cuervo, with the purpose of sensitize,
and because we believe that they will be useful according to the
social reality we are living in.
Among these actions, a workshop was held, in conjunction
with Grupo Baillères, to sensitize Jose Cuervo employees about
the myths and truths of the Educational Reform in Mexico.

VENUE

WORKSHOP

SESSIONS

PERSONS

CAMICHINES
PLANT

RESPONSABILIDAD ANTE EL
CONSUMO WORKSHOP

3

37

CAMICHINES
PLANT

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

1

119

TEQUILA,
GUADALAJARA,
LA LAJA, CDMX

EDUCATIONAL REFORM

20

377

TOTALS

24

533

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

12
RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION
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Reading gathering
For the fourth consecutive year, we promoted the reading campaign throughout the Región Valles, where students from 11 to
15-year-old, participated reading as much as 7,716 books, that is,
an increase of 60% compared to last year. This way we encourage reading with the support of principals and teachers of the
secondary school Spanish academy.
The purpose is that the student reads, understands, rediscovers the passion for books, its application and benefits.
This practice is supported by the SEP, extended to the entire
Región Valles.
The grand finale takes place at the Jose Cuervo Forum with
prizes for students such as book vouchers, and a 15-session
course to develop rapid reading with the LECTUM institute.
READING CAMPAIGN

2016

2017

2018

PERCENTAGE
INCREASE FROM
2016 TO 2018

PARTICIPATING
STUDENTS

340

4,500

7,716

2,169%

ACCUMULATED
READING HOURS

5,523

27,000

38,580

599%

READ BOOKS

340

4,500

7,716

2,169%

PARTICIPATING
SECONDARY SCHOOLS

6

18

42

600%

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
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A STORY ABOUT WORK

The highest score in fast
reading skills:
Leilany Zazueta Dávalos
The youth of Tequila is already
distinguished and it is differentiated in
their own way of expression and history,
we can see how they take advantage of
every opportunity offered to them, to
move forward.
Proof of this is the case of Leilany
Zazueta Dávalos, a secondary student,
who had the initiative to participate in the
call for the reading gathering, held every
year by the Beckmann Foundation along
with the educational community.
Reading, comprehension and her
outstanding story-telling presentation
of the book she choose, El castillo
ambulante, by Diana Wynne Jones, made
her a scholarship recipient to take the
LECTUM quick reading course, in which
she demonstrated not only one of the
highest achievement scores, but one of
the most amazing personal progress
percentages that have been registered
since this project first started, reaching
a reading performance of 29,070 words
per minute at the end of the course, with
100% comprehension.
The aim of these courses is for young
people to rediscover their passion for
reading. Once they are involved, they
realize that reading changes their lives,
and they find a key to better understand
current and future subjects
.
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Fast reading course
The structure of the LECTUM course, seeks
for the student to become an efficient reader
through the development of their physical and
mental abilities, such as attention and concentration, new learning channels, understanding,
information organization and a better use of
study time.

•
•
•
•

Results:
40 scholarship winners
15 levels of progress
2 focal groups: Tequila-18 students /
Etzatlán-22 students
96% assimilation

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
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Math course
A math diagnosis was applied to all six secondary schools.
According to those results, two (highest and lowest) score
student groups were formed, who where granted with intensive-playful DUXVIA math course scholarships, so that students would dominate the subject as if they where 3rd grade
high schoolers. Trough a series of logics and math games the
students were sensitize, not only developing knowledge but
an attitude before life.
Diagnosis application:
• 1,685 students
• 87% of total secondary population
Course imparted:
• 2 groups of students
1st group (30 students)
2nd group (29 students)
• 23 sessions
• 95% assimilation
• 52 graduate students

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
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A STORY ABOUT EFFORT

3rd place in state math contest:
René Reyes García
At Beckmann Foundation, we have been
collaborating with all secondary schools,
on spanish and math areas especially.
As a result of this formation and
promotion, carried out on alliance with
DUXVIA institute, and as a pride to our
municipallity, René Reyes García student
at General Cenobio Sauza Madrigal
secondary school, took part on the
Robomath Challenge state math contest,
where obtained 3rd place; it is important
to highlight that only a few decimals were
the difference against the competitors who
won first and second places.
This was a call from the Jalisco
Ministry of Education, aiming to promote
the creativity and analysis at solving
problems that imply math reasoning
competences on secondary students. This
is the biggest science and technology
educational event of our country.
The principal at General Cenobio
Sauza Madrigal secondary school, DUXVIA
institute and Beckmann Foundation,
recognize and congratulate the effort of
this subject professors, as well as René´s
and his family for this achievement,
hopping this would be the beginning of
many more stories that will be reflected in
the welfare of the people.
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A STORY ABOUT VALUES

Behind a full forum, there is family:
fathers and mothers
We have discovered that too many times
we expect numbers and titles to measure
the success of an initiative, and whether
some results are intangible that should not
be reason to thought them less important
but on the contrary.
Each year we recognize the academic
excellence of the students, their effort
and outcomes. But we also witness with
great excitement an increase of parent
assistance to this and to other events. We
know how behind a good grade there is
also the effort of the parents that support
their children and backup our initiatives,
that behind a full forum there are the
families who entrust and spread the
participation voice.
As a work team, the answer and
welcoming of the community is one of the
clearest indicators that the planning and
investment are worthy, seeing them right
there, present, applauding, it means to us
the true synonym of success.
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Academic excellence
“Because the effort is worth”. Teaming up with Región Valles principals and supervisors, Beckmann Foundation recognizes and
awards all students with the three highest grades of primary
school within the Tequila municipality and secondary schools in
the region. The main objective is to motivate and encourage the
effort and discipline of the students, through a protocol event
at the Jose Cuervo Forum, as an incentive, a live musical show.
•

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

1,938 parents at the academic excellence event

PARTICIPANT PRIMARIES

40

PARTICIPANT SECONDARY

33

AWARDED STUDENTS

1,173

AWARDED STUDENTS

765

COMMUNITIES

TEQUILA, PALMITOS, ATEMANICA, MEDINEÑO,
MITLÁN, TUITÁN, LA LABOR,
SAN MARTÍN DE LAS CAÑAS,
EL TEPETATE, EL COBANO, POTRERO DE LOS RIVERA,
SANTA TERESA, EL OLVIDO, TLALTIHUILECA,
EL SALVADOR, JALPILLA, SAN PEDRO DE LOS
LANDEROS, TAPEXCO, LA LAGUNILLA
Y OJOS DE AGUA.

COMMUNITIES

TEQUILA, EL SALVADOR, EL
ARENAL, ETZATLÁN, SAN
JUANITO DE ESCOBEDO,
SAN MARCOS, TALA,
TEUCHITLÁN, HUAXTLA,
HOSTOTIPAQUILLO, OCONAHUA,
SANTA CRUZ
Y AHUALULCO.

ATTENDEES TO EVENT

MORE THAN 2,000

ATTENDEES TO EVENT

MORE THAN 1,500
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Formative workshops for teachers
To strengthen teaching on the improvement route, we provide
trainings, workshops and conferences to the teachers in the region. They are the ones in direct contact with the students and
who support us in transmitting the initiatives. Didactic activities
are implemented and topics such as responsible consumption
and adolescent management are taught.
PUBLIC

TEQUILA AND
ETZATLAN
SECONDARY
DOCENTS.

WORKSHOP NAME

SESSIONS

ATTENDEES

PSYCHOLOGICAL DOCENT PROFILE

1

28

PROFESSOR PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIABLES

2

49

TED-LIKE TALK (SELF KNOWLEDGE)

1

20

EMOTIONAL REGULATION

1

27

DOCENT STRATEGIES FOR LEARNING

2

50

TOTALS

7

174

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION
8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH
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Educative innovation
Neither this year could we let go of recognizing our teachers,
with whom we add efforts to elevate the educational quality of
the youth. In manner of celebration, we brought in two of the
best speakers of the country, to offer them new tools, but at the
same time to acknowledge their labor.
•

•

2 conferences with two of the best speakers in the country:
Jesús Amaya Guerra, PhD (Monterrey, N.L.)
Educando a la generación zombi
Ricardo Perret Erhard (Saltillo, Coahuila)
Hábitos transformadores
800 Región Valles teachers

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION
8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH
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2nd math congress
At the 2nd edition of this congress, our main goal was that
teachers of this region could detect and share their teaching
skills and better practices to the educational community, as an
example: applications that can be used online, games that can
be implemented in the classrooms and design of strategies that
sum at educational quality.
•
•
•

•

7 presentations by regional teachers
1 workshop Aprender a desaprender, by Duxvia
1 presentation Aprendizaje experiencial y la solución de
problemas, with Ricardo Valenzuela PhD
Tec de Monterrey
82 Región Valles teachers attended

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION
8
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH
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Meetings with principals and teachers technical board
They take place the last Friday of every month. To us, teachers and education authorities are the key, whom in their role
of formers, work to open, focus or even change the vision of
the youngers. Seeing eye to eye with them is primordial to
the Foundation, they are as important and influential figure to
Tequila´s society, as it is indispensable the participation of the
whole population.

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION

17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

AGREEMENTS

1

PLANNING TIMES AND ACTIONS TO ACCOMPLISH MATH PROGRAM

2

LOGISTICS TO ORGANIZE 2ND MATH CONGRESS

3

LOGISTICS FOR TEACHER´S DAY CELEBRATION

4

LOGISTICS FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE, FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL IN THE REGIÓN VALLES AND THE
MUNICIPALITY

5

PRESENTING REPORTS ON THE PREVENTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM AND COMPARISON OF EACH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

6

FORMING TECHNICAL BOARD AT BEGINNING OF SCHOOL PERIOD

7

LOGISTICS FOR POSIT APPLICATION
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PARENT SCHOOL

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

T

hrough formative workshops and psychological orientation, parents help their sons and daughters to prevent
and solve risk situations. Furthermore, a bond for mutual
credibility is established, where parents witness the process of
formation and deep learning, which efficiently impacts the integral development of their teenagers.

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING
5

•
•
•

Psychological orientation
Assessment of students at risk with advice
and parent follow-up
8 parents

GENDER EQUALITY

WORKSHOP

PUBLIC

ATTENDEES

END OF SLAVERY

FOVAL PARENTS

50

TOTALS

50

4
QUALITY
EDUCATION
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EDUCATION
INDICATORS SUMMARY
PROGRAM

ATTENDEES

PREVENTIVE EDUCATION

120 AT PSYCHOLOGICAL ORIENTATION

WORKSHOPS

568 ATTENDEES

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CONSUMPTION

6,000 PERSONS

SEXUAL EDUCATION CAMPAIGN

350 STUDENTS

INTERACTIVE SEXUAL EDUCATION PROJECT

5 STUDENTS

FAMILY PARENTS

58 PERSONS

READING GATHERING

7,716 PARTICIPANTS

FAST READING COURSE

40 SCHOLARSHIPS WINNERS

MATH COURSE

52 GRADUATE STUDENTS

PRIMARY ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

1,173 AWARDED STUDENTS

SECONDARY ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

765 AWARDED STUDENTS

FORMATIVE WORKSHOPS FOR TEACHERS

174 ATTENDEES

2ND MATH CONGRESS

82 REGION VALLES TEACHERS

TEACHER´S DAY CELEBRATION

800 REGION VALLES TEACHERS

EDUCATIONAL ACTIONS WITH CORPORATE STAFF

533 EMPLOYEES
18,436 PERSONS
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SOCIAL
STRATEGIC LINE

_Tequila has everything to be a national model:
cultural wealth, traditions and, above all, its people.
My family and I love this land.
Mrs. Doris Legorreta de Beckmann

B

eing a bond or a bridge for the population of Tequila in
vulnerability situation, we focus our efforts in the medical, psychological, mental, emotional and economic areas.
We empower women and girls by creating a support network,
which benefit reaches out to all family members.
We welcome people to feel a comfortable, respectful and
trusting environment when exposing their situation, however
simple or delicate it may be. The support specializes in social
work, above all legal and psychological issues, through a care
office with availability of hours.
We work with professionals under a systemic approach, seriously and openly posing the situation of each individual, and
focused on providing tools that allow self-diagnosis, empowerment and help them develop a fulfilled life with themselves and
their environment.

STRATEGIC LINE | SOCIAL

“

We welcome
people to feel
a comfortable,
respectful
and trusting
environment...

„
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STRATEGY
The intervention proposal that is defined
through the social strategic line, is to promote
a professional support model in the psychological, housing and environmental areas, to
awareness people about the needs of their
locality and how altogether, each problem or
situation, can be solved as they come.

SOCIAL
INTEGRAL MODEL

Our goal is that through a comprehensive
work model, useful tools would be provided,
so when executing the projects, these can have
a significant impact on the life of the population, understanding that the final meaning and
value acquired, will depend on their own will
when facing the situation.

JOINT WORK
· RED CROSS
· CIVIL HOSPITALS

SUPPORT
ECOSYSTEMS

LIAISON
OFFICES

· REFORESTATION
· SUSTAINABLE HOUSING
· RECYCLING
· INVESTIGATION

· VIFAC
· UAM
· ANSPAC
· FOVAL

VULNERABLE
POPULATION
· EMERGING SUPPORTS
· PHILANTHROPY COMMITTEE
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BENEFICIARIES
The beneficiaries of this strategic line become agents that generate
change in the society of Tequila, all the inhabitants are invited to
attend, but the main focus is on vulnerable people or at risk, such
as children, seniors and women, through which all members of the
family system benefit.
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JOINT WORK

A

ll the needs solved through the strategic social line, share an important alliance with different institutions, as
well as with municipalities and the civil society.

•

•

Red Cross. There is an orthopedics specialist who supports
us so that the cost of operations could be much lower,
always maintaining quality levels. It also has its own alliances such as the Green Cross, among other hospitals.
Civil hospitals. There is an alliance with social work area,
channeling the inhabitants of Tequila, and in conjunction
with Cáritas or the Civil Hospitals Foundation, it is intended
to complement the attention or service that is needed.
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LIAISON OFFICES

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

O

ne of the main platform to provide a rapid response to
the needs of the most vulnerable community of Tequila,
are the work alliances we make with different institutions. Through these collaborations we can not only prevent
and detect risk situations, but we also unify efforts to achieve
our common goal, which is the wellbeing of the population.
Some of the organizations with which we currently have
official cooperation agreements are: VIFAC (Life and Family),
UAM (Support Unit for Women), ANSPAC (National Association
of Personal Development), FOVAL (Soccer with Values).
•
•
•
•

1,372 attended users
650 psychological orientations
147 legal advice
209 social orientations

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING
10
REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

5
GENDER
EQUALITY
16
PEACE, JUSTICE
AND STRONG
INSTITUTIONS
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LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

VIFAC (Life and Family)
In collaboration with the association, we keep working to support pregnant women, mainly adolescents, who do not have a
support network. Through VIFAC house in Guadalajara and its
own program, empowers women in extreme cases and provides psychological support, should they choose for the adoption
alternative.

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

10
QUANTITY

ACTIVITY

ATTENDEES

15

GUIDANCE ON SERVICES OFFERED BY VIFAC

15

5

SUPPORT FOR ECHOSONOGRAM

5

2

LABS: GENERAL OBSTETRIC AND URINE CULTURE

2

14

CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE PREVENTION WORKSHOPS

357

TOTAL ATTENDEES

379

REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
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A TRANSCENDENCE STORY

The lives we silently change:
testimony of a renewed community
Every life we have been able to change is a
great achievement, they are intimate and
sensitive testimonies, that are documented
with individual confidentiality inside the
Foundation, and to the outside, are renewing
the community without words. Our greatest
satisfaction is the gestures of gratitude, along
with the transcendental changes in each one
of these people, which turn into exemplary
results and are the main driving force of the
actions we accomplish.
Whether permanent or emerging,
supports for the most vulnerable population
range from medical items and treatments, to
an operation, depending on the need that is
diagnosed in each person.
Case by case we create a bond of
credibility and trust with this magical town,
and although we make a great effort to
spread the services we provide, the scope
of our work and its benefits, impacts even
more when the inhabitants share it from
person to person among their closest circle,
almost without realizing they participate as a
renewed agents of change, with enthusiasm
and above all, with hope.
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AND SDG
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UAM (Support Unit for Women)
For us, women play an essential role in shaping the social fabric,
they have a positive impact on the education of children and
young people, and on the conservation of family values.
For this reason, we work tirelessly with the UAM, where we
stand to serve them. They receive psychological, legal and social
work attention, depending on their personal context, usually
cases associated with family violence.
•
•

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING
10
REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

14 workshops for women
97% satisfaction

5
GENDER
EQUALITY
16
PEACE, JUSTICE
AND STRONG
INSTITUTIONS

17
HOURS OF
SERVICE

ACTIVITY

AREA

PSYCHOLOGICAL ATTENTION

PSYCHOLOGY

LEGAL ADVICE

LEGAL

SOCIAL ORIENTATION

SOCIAL WORK

SESSIONS

WORKSHOP NAME

ATTENDEES

2

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

28

1

ASSERTIVE COMMUNICATION

1

4,773

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

TYPE OF VIOLENCE

CUMULATIVE
TOTAL

10

ECONOMIC VIOLENCE

171

ETHICS IN YOUR LIFE

10
7

PSYCHOLOGICAL
VIOLENCE

539

1

ROUND TABLE: STUDY AND REFLECTION OF
CASES

SEXUAL VIOLENCE

75

1

SELF-IMAGE

6

1

HOW TO EDUCATE THE CHILDREN?

11

PHYSICAL VIOLENCE

189

1

HOW TO DEAL WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE?

12

1

FORGIVENESS

10

1

LOVING THE MAN WHO DOES NOT LOVE ME

5

1

GOOD SEX IN BAD RELATIONSHIPS

9

1

IF I SUFFER FOR YOU, WILL YOU LOVE ME?

8

1

THE NEED TO BE NEEDED

6

1

LET'S DANCE

7

TOTAL ATTENDEES

129
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LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

ANSPAC (National Association of Personal Development)
Founded in Monterrey, this association counts on a group of
women who attend talks where main focus is family values and
human development, simultaneously they do it themselves in
their own neighborhoods.
•
•
•

27 training meetings with the coordination team
40 leaders
1,063 attendees to workshops and activities

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING
17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

Support for the FOVAL (Soccer with Values) Project
Grupo JB
This initiative has the purpose of helping children and young
people to become agents of change in their families, and to
replicate it in the society of Tequila. The Beckmann Foundation offered workshops to support parents who participate
in this project.
WORKSHOP NAME

PUBLIC

ATTENDEES

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

TEENAGERS

71

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

PARENTS

24

VALUES

TEENAGERS

25

HOW TO TALK WITH MY CHILDREN

PARENTS

8

MY FAMILY, MY BEST TEAM

FAMILY

47

TOTAL ATTENDEES

175

5
GENDER
EQUALITY
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(INITIATIVES)_

VULNERABLE POPULATION

O

ne of the main focuses of the Beckmann Foundation is
to meet the needs of the most fragile population, such
as children, the elderly and women, who bring these positive changes to their families; as well as people who live in the
most remote localities of the municipality and who do not have
nearby services or institutions.
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LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

Agustín Velázquez Medina nursing home
Medical attention, food and assistance to the elderly are provided, coordinating the visit of social service students to perform
accompaniment activities. There is as well a sensitizing work to
the interior of the society, with those families and schools that
get involved to visit and share with them. Monthly financial aid
is also provided for personal supplies, as the main purpose is
to raise the quality of life of elders who do not have a support
network, promoting a sense of family.
•

16 seniors in permanent housing

Giving over houses for victims
In solidarity response to the victims of September 19, 2017 earthquake in Morelos, Oaxaca and Chiapas, the community of
Casa Cuervo joined efforts to raise funds and support, through
the 5x1 campaign, where Jose Cuervo employees contributed.
For each peso donated Jose Cuervo aported 5 additional pesos;
the rest was procured through the ProViváh Trust.
This year the houses were given to the benefited families,
by executives of Mundo Cuervo and Beckmann Foundation,
representing all of those who joined forces for this important
social contribution.
•
•

67 houses
$2,157,911 pesos

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING
10
REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

10
REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

11
SUSTAINABLE
CITIES AND
COMMUNITIES
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Emerging supports
It favors all the inhabitants but it is mainly focused on elderly
people, single mothers and children. This support consists of
evaluating specific cases and applying a socioeconomic study,
where their situation is assessed to determine the required medical care.
•
•
•
•

•

67 attended people
42 people benefited
2 institutions
Donations delivered
• 8 donations (April)
• 14 people benefited (August)
• 93% service satisfaction
Support for Tequila health sector to visit the Sierra
• 60 medical consultations
• 30 vaccine application

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

10
REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

11
SUSTAINABLE
CITIES AND
COMMUNITIES

400,000

300,000

$ 235,500
200,000

$ 106,500

$ 104,580

PROSTHESIS

CHEMOTHERAPY

$ 125,300

$ 117,168

$ 139,550

100,000

0
HEMODIALYSIS

MEDICINE

TREATMENT
AND THERAPIES

MEDICAL
OPERATIONS
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A STORY ABOUT HOPE

Vision for a new future:
Jorge Armando Mercado
Five years ago Jorge was diagnosed with
rejection of cornea tissue, as a result of a
previous transplant to which he had been
subjected. Slowly his vision diminished,
until he could not see anything at all.
After a period dealing with this
difficult situation, he approached the
Foundation, where his case was evaluated,
and with the support of a team of doctors
it was decided to bring all the necessary
means to help him. The next step was
waiting together for the right donor.
Jorge’s surgery was successful, and
although today he is still in treatment,
his eyesight slowly begins to return,
simultaneously his quality of life and the
activities he can perform, improve.
Like each one of these special cases,
we are touched by his gratitude, but above
all, being able to be part of a new future.
Each person we get to help, is a hope to
build a better community in Tequila.
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Philanthropy committee
Formed by Jose Cuervo company employees, who in coordination with associations and public institutions, promote different
initiatives such as Sponsor a child and Adopt an elder. They also
collaborate on sustainability issues, where part of the work is to
inculcate care for the environment.
•

15 members

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

10
REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

13
CLIMATE
ACTION

Sponsor a child and Adopt an elder
Our sponsorship programs seek to guarantee the welfare and
equal opportunities of minors and seniors at risk. Jose Cuervo
collaborators joined the initiative to benefit children from the
community. Agustín Velázquez Medina nursing home also received gifts for the elderly, who communicated their needs through
Christmas letters.
•
•
•

250 sponsored children from Josefa Ortiz
neighborhood La mula
50 sponsored children from Santa Cruz neighborhood
18 elders of the Agustín Velázquez nursing home

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

10
REDUCED
INEQUALITIES
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LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
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Golden years
The Beckmann Foundation celebrated adults over 60 years
old in an event to recognize the wisdom and legacy of Tequila.
This year we homage two people who have left a legacy for our
young and population: Mrs. Francis Hernández Godínez and the
teacher José Roberto Sánchez Castillo, as well as the composer
Alberto Escobar. It was a moment filled of emotion, affection
and, above all, great recognition of their life story and the dedication they have had towards the community.
We are committed to our seniors, convinced of the major
legacy they leave to us and the great recognition they deserve,
we owe them gratitude for all that they have granted us, a culture of work and positive effort, an example to society and new
generations.
•
•

3 seniors honored
1,000 attendees

3
GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

10
REDUCED
INEQUALITIES
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Women empowering: conference
There are no limits when it comes to dreaming
María Isabel Lazo Corvera, director and founder of “Marisa”, the
successful pastries chain, collaborated with a talk on how to undertake with leadership, and shared that her perseverance and
positivism are factors that drove her to achieve her dreams. Up
until today, she sells more than 120 thousand pieces per week,
has 49 branches and generated 420 jobs.
•
•

2 talks
300 attendees

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

5
GENDER
EQUALITY
8
DECENT WORK
AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH
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International women’s day: conference
How to be a complete woman?
We had the participation of Adriana Corona Gil, in a very special
conference, who with her unique style invited the women of
Tequila to continue working for their integral formation.
The main message of this conference was that each woman
could recognize her role in society, and not to play the role of
victim, but of strength. A call to discover that the important is
to know and love oneself, to be able to support and generate a
change for everyone in their environment.
•
•

868 attendees
95% satisfaction

Youth motivation: conference
Marathon, by Jorge Cuevas
At Beckmann Foundation we had the premiere of the newest
book by writer and speaker Jorge Cuevas. Entitled Maratón, it
promises to take us to travel 42 kilometers from Mexico City
to Athens.
An endless number of tragic, ironic and funny situations,
propose if the marathon that we run in life is the indicated one;
as the writer makes the analogy that a marathon is not only
about running like crazy 42 km (real marathon), but to analyze
our lives, overcome our own demons and conquer our own being each day. It is an invitation to explore a new world and finish
our marathon, regardless of the race we are dealing with.
•

30 attendees

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT
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(20 YEARS)_

CAMPAIGN JUNTAS SOMOS

_Behind each flower there is a story of a brave woman, a
woman who despite all her surroundings is a survivor.
Women are the main engine of a community, in this event, we
celebrate them along with the 20th anniversary of the Foundation, since we have worked with them hand in hand. The general
objective of the project is to create a space from a psychosocial
approach, which incorporates artistic and cultural expression in
the awareness processes, the creation of support networks and
the sorority. With this, a consciousness of gender equity and
development contribution of their community were favored.
In this event, different activities focused on women were
held, such as yoga classes, self-defense, entrepreneurship motivation and flower exchange. The workshop Flowers that don´t
fade was one of the most impact, where the emerging artist
MC Lancaster involved more than 20 women in a dynamic, in
which they shared their testimonies of life. The artist motivated
them by drawing each one her favorite flower and reminding
them through her mural, that whatever happens the flowers
do not wither.
•

1,200 attendees

LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

5
GENDER
EQUALITY

10
REDUCED
INEQUALITIES
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SUPPORT ECOSYSTEMS

W

e work in this area as part of our corporate culture
and in alignment with the sustainable development
goals of the UN. Due to this concern of taking care of
our environment, many of our initiatives are focused on prevention, awareness, protection and restoration to the extent that
we can.
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Bird mapping project
We are proud to collaborate, support and share a research project of the University of Guadalajara-CUCBA, in which a mapping of the Volcán de Tequila is ongoing.
All varieties of endemic and migratory birds are being seasonally identified, as they are an indicator of biological conservation. For the region, the volcano is the most important source
of rainwater collection through the forest, that same water is
the one taken in the subsoil for the tequila production.

CLEAN WATER
AND SANITATION

•

CLIMATE ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

2 researchers

6

12

15
LIFE ON LAND

11
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES

13

17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
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(20 YEARS)_

SUSTAINABLE HOUSING
LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

The first Concurso de Vivienda Social Sustentable (Sustainable
Social Housing Contest) was a joint work with the Iteso University, it was an invitation to find an innovative way to use
recyclable materials from the agave-tequila value chain, bottles, barrels, bagasse, and agave leaves. It is intended for this to
be a replicable model for other states of the country and that
they can utilize local materials, as well as new technologies and
designs.
•
•
•
•
•

103 cities of Mexico
295 teams registered
684 participants
32 selected for the evaluation committee
16 finalists

1st place CVS341 CASA CELOSÍA
Ximena Lara Savage and José Luis Bárcenas Flores.

9
INDUSTRIES,
INNOVATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE
13
CLIMATE ACTION

11
SUSTAINABLE
CITIES AND
COMMUNITIES
17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
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LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

Reforestation campaign
The aim is to raise consciousness and sensitize the community about the importance of taking care of the environment,
to minimize the effects of climate change caused by deforestation. Information about improving ambiance is spread
amongst society and they are invited to participate so they
would commit, as this is not only about the sowing, but taking
care of it is also required, such as watering and maintenance.
In the same way, we seek to generate alliances with other
institutions through sponsors or goods donors. This year we
thank Vivero Atizcoa (nursery) of Grupo JB again, for their support and their contribution in the donation of trees.
•
•
•
•

11

13

SUSTAINABLE
CITIES AND
COMMUNITIES

CLIMATE ACTION

15
LIFE ON LAND

3 reforested places
510 trees planted
160 volunteers
More than 1,000 people benefited

PLACE

REFORESTED PLACE

PLANTED TRES

LOMA DORADA

180

COFRADÍA

180

BALCONES DE
STA. MARÍA
(EDISA)

150

TOTAL

510

TEQUILA, JALISCO

GUADALAJARA,
JALISCO

#LoTradicionalEsAyudar
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LOCAL INITIATIVES
AND SDG
ALIGNMENT

Recycling–CIDIGRLO
The Consorcio de Investigación y Diálogo sobre Gobierno Local
(Consortium for Research and Dialogue on Local Government),
together with the Beckmann Foundation, invited entrepreneurs, restaurant owners, hotels and other establishments from
Tequila, to the workshop Integrated solid waste management
strategies, before the social-environmental, cultural and economic importance, to strengthen capacities, join wills and advance
improvement strategies in solid waste management.
•

9
INDUSTRIES,
INNOVATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE
13
CLIMATE ACTION

30 attendees

SOCIAL
INDICATORS SUMMARY
PROGRAMA

IMPACTO

LIAISON OFFICES

5,000 PEOPLE BENEFITED

AGUSTÍN VELÁZQUEZ MEDINA NURSING HOME

16 ELDERS

GIVING OVER HOUSES FOR VICTIMS

67 FAMILIES

EMERGING SUPPORTS

42 PEOPLE BENEFITED

PHILANTHROPY COMMITTEE

15 MEMBERS

SPONSOR A CHILD AND ADOPT AN ELDER

300 CHILDREN AND SENIORS

GOLDEN YEARS

1,000 ATTENDEES

CONFERENCE THERE ARE NO LIMITS WHEN IT COMES TO
DREAMING

300 ATTENDEES

YOUTH MOTIVATION: CONFERENCE MARATHON

30 ATTENDEES

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY

868 ATTENDEES

CAMPAIGN JUNTAS SOMOS

1,200 ATTENDEES

BIRD MAPPING PROJECT

2 RESEARCHES

SUSTAINABLE HOUSING CONTEST

684 PARTICIPANTS

REFORESTATION CAMPAIGN

1,000 PEOPLE BENEFITED

RECYCLING–CIDIGLO

30 ATTENDEES

TOTAL

10,572 PEOPLE

11
SUSTAINABLE
CITIES AND
COMMUNITIES
17
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
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STRATEGIC
SUPPORTS

_Aspire every time to bigger things, because this
land deserves it. Always with the desire to give
ourselves to others!.
Dr. Roberto Delgado Gallart

A

t Beckmann Foundation we always work under a philosophy of quality, behind all our achievements there is
a constant effort and a vision of growth, because we
are following the steps of 10 generations with this philanthropic
spirit, which precede us in this great mission.
We want to work with the people of Tequila to become
one of the most important cultural destinations in the country,
an intelligent magical town, be part of the agave landscape
and be the heart of the tequila route. We are aware that it is a
great challenge, so we are continuously improving our processes, conducting intensive research on our territory, designing
inclusion strategies according to the needs and the transformation of the population, and seeking communication at all
levels, to keep all the stakeholders informed and, above all, to
be a support pillar.

“

“...behind all our
achievements there
is a constant effort
and a vision of
growth...’’

„

© foto: nestor barrera
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MUTUAL SUPPORT

Every step we take, we do it certain that we are not alone, we
know that we have the professional support of other institutions that, same as us, want to join efforts to achieve a sustainable community.
We appreciate the openness and willingness of each entity
that we have approached and that today are part of our closest
and most reliable network. Some of these important organizations are Cemefi (Mexican Business Center for Philanthropy);
we continue supporting the development of the Región Valles
through the Tequila Route, and the different media that support
us with the dissemination of our initiatives, such as Expok and
the Milenio newspaper on numberless occasions.

TERRITORIAL
AND SOCIAL
MARKETING

STRATEGIC
SUPPORTS

· ALLIANCES AND PARTNERSHIPS
· ANALYSIS OF REGIONAL LIFE
· TRADITIONAL CONTEXT
· GEOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS
· DISTRIBUTION OF
INTANGIBLE HERITAGE

CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
· ISO 9001:2015
· INTERNAL TRAINING
· QUALITY
MANAGEMENT
· PROCESS
EVALUATION

COMMUNICATION
· GRAPHIC MATERIAL
· CONTENT GENERATION
· MEDIA
· SOCIAL NETWORKS
· DESIGN OF DIFFUSION
CHANNELS
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COMMUNICATION

T

hrough communication, we seek the
best dissemination channels, to reach as
many people as possible in Tequila and
Región Valles. Contact with the community is
quite different from how it is elsewhere, here,
creativity, as well as local resources, are fundamental, such as megaphone trucks, which
reach all corners of the sierra, the canyon, the
municipality and the different neighborhoods.
Connection with opinion leaders —priests,
public servants, hotels association coordinators, restaurants, and taxis; of the Tequila

Chamber of Commerce and school principals—
is another indispensable channel, they are the
ones who transmit the most important information to their closest circles. Communication
must be effective and direct to our different
interest groups, so that everything we do reaches each one of them.
Communication is extremely important for
the Beckmann Foundation, it is essential to publicize our programs, our activities and, above
all, the initiatives we develop and the impact
they have on the Tequila community.
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Printed newsletter: 4 editions

Action tools
For an optimal result, we combine local dissemination actions
with innovative communication strategies, the production of
graphic material, generation of contents according to each
group, and the use of different media and social networks, are
some of them. When necessary, we design our own channels:
•

•

•

•

Web page. Is one of our main tools, we keep general information about the Foundation, updates of our programs,
happens about the region, as well as a space for news and
our activities calendar.
Newsletters. Contains information about our activities,
topics of interest and news for the entire community. We
deliver them in person to the opinion leaders of the Tequila
community; to each and every one, where we know communication can be greater. To extend the reach, this information is also sent to a distribution list by email and the
topics are updated in our blog.
External publications. Periodically we share the results of
our work in Expok, a communication space aimed to all opinion leaders of socially responsible companies.
Design and contents. All our initiatives are supported by
graphic material and content that is attractive and assertive, such as posters, workbooks and publications on social
networks, among others.

Electronic newsletter
1st edition: 507 delivered,
41 unique clicks, 8% reading
Segunda edición: 527 delivered,
22 unique clicks, 4% reading

5 Expok articles

Facebook
10,076 page likes
14% followers increase

Social networks impact
199 publications
346,277 views
10,065 followers
43% impact
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TERRITORIAL AND SOCIAL
MARKETING

N

ot all people realize the goodness of our
territory, because never before had it
been considered an intangible heritage.
We take a step forward in the design of our
work models that contemplate a holistic vision:
Tequila is everything, its land, its people, its traditions and its potential.
The perspective is to address the needs of
the community from the territorial marketing
point of view, that is, our development actions
look at the conservation and dissemination of
cultural and natural heritage, to execute sustainable local planning, leading to an increase
in quality of life, reinforcing and sustaining Tequila as a destination.
•

•

Analysis and diagnosis of Territorial and
social life of Tequila through the seasons:
local production, celebrations, traditions.
Territorial strategic plan: where the regional lifestyle is of the highest importance, it has multiple expressions during
the year. We join this dynamic through
developing the calendar of events, with
the aim, on the one hand, of rescuing and
preserving these expressions, but also of
empowering them before the touristic vocation of Tequila.

•

•

•

Dissemination and advertising of the territory: we work hand in hand with the initiatives of the population itself, we monitor
and are up to date with what is happening
in the region to complement our objectives
and goals.
Strengthening alliances: to maintain constant communication with the different
initiatives that Tequila, as a magical town,
has. A few examples are the Ruta del Tequila, City Council and CODIT (Council for
Integral Development of Tequila) projects,
among others.
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CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

W

e are deeply committed to continuous improvement, the development of programs and the design
of social projects. These actions allow us to be
efficient, offer a better service to our users and
to the Tequila community, always desiring to
give the best.
Through ISO-9001: 2015 we backup our
work, under processes and models that ensure
the quality of the service we offer, and allow us
to have transparency and reliability both inside
and outside the Foundation.

AUTOMANAGMENT
SYSTEM

Internally, with training and education for
collaborators; improving the processes and having administrative clarity and transparency.
Outwardly, researching incessantly, monitoring with indicators to know with certainty
what our community wants and needs, how it
perceives us, because based on that, we implement corrective or improvement actions.
This year we are proud to have received an
honorary mention from the CEMEFI (Mexican
Center for Philanthropy), the Alliance for Corporate Social Responsibility in Mexico, AliaRSE,
and Forum Empresa, as a result of the analysis
conducted by the Technical Evaluation Committee, within the category Engaging the company with the community.

INSTITUTIONALIZATION
· GUIDELINES
· STANDARDIZATION

GOVERNABILITY

RELIABILITY

· ASSURANCE
· TRUST GROUPS
· STAKEHOLDERS

· TRANSPARENCY

ISO 9001:2015
RECERTIFICATION
· EFFICIENCY
· SERVICE QUALITY
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(GENERAL RESULTS)_

PEOPLE BENEFITED
IN 2018
STRATEGIC LINE

PEOPLE BENEFITED IN 2018

EDUCATION

18,281

SOCIAL

9,570

TRAINING FOR WORK

4,576

CULTURE

4,279

TOTAL

36,706

COMPARISON OF PEOPLE
BENEFITED 2016-2017-2018
STRATEGIC LINE

PEOPLE
BENEFITED
IN 2016

PEOPLE
BENEFITED
IN 2017

GROWTH %
2016-2017

PEOPLE
BENEFITED
IN 2017

PEOPLE
BENEFITED
IN 2018

GROWTH %
2017-2018

EDUCATION

14,045

15,952

13.58%

15,952

18,436

16%

SOCIAL

5,629

9,708

72.46%

9,708

10,572

9%

TRAINING FOR
WORK

628

840

33.76%

840

3,782

350%

CULTURE

2,988

3,375

12.95%

3,375

5,981

77%

TOTAL

23,290

29,875

28.27%

29,875

38,771

30%
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(AWARD)_

WOODROW WILSON
AWARD

_The Mexico Institute is honored to
present the Woodrow Wilson Award for
Corporate Citizenship to Juan Francisco
Beckmann Vidal...

S

ince 1998, the Wilson Center has recognized exemplary individuals with the
Woodrow Wilson Awards. At ceremonies held in cities across the United States
and abroad, the Wilson Center honors leaders
who through discussion, generous philanthropy, and selfless service have made the world
a better place for all.
Juan Francisco Beckmann is an established entrepreneurial icon and one of Mexico’s
most recognized businessmen. His strategic
vision has boosted the global tequila industry,
besides being the main promoter of Tequila as
Smart Magic Town and one of the driving forces behind the designation of origin category
for tequila.
In addition to his business efforts, Beckmann Vidal established a Foundation in 1988,

as part of his commitment to the town of Tequila, Jalisco with the mission of preserving
the region’s customs and traditions, providing
support to community programs, and creating
leadership programs amongst the region’s
youth.
It has promoted and achieved several milestones, including the recognition of the Agave
Landscape as a UNESCO’s World Heritage site
in 2006; he was the main supporter of the project Mundo del Tequila in 2009; the creation
of Jose Cuervo Express as a tourist attraction
in 2012 and among others, his contributions to
Mundo Cuervo’s Knowledge Management System certifications.
His drive for turning the tequila industry
into a national competitiveness factor has
made him a recipient of important honors,
such as the Medal of Industrial Merit, awarded by the Council of Industrial Chambers
of Jalisco (CCIJ), Businessman of the Year, by
the Employers Confederation of the Mexican
Republic (COPARMEX) in 2006, the 2014 Touristic Merit Award by the Governor of the state of Jalisco, and the EXATEC Merit Award in
2015. In 2017, he was ranked 29th in the Ranking of the 100 Most Important Businessmen
in Mexico by Expansión.
source: www.wilsoncenter.org
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(2019 VISIÓN)_

A MODEL WITH A FUTURE

T

oday Jose Cuervo Foundation honors the
Beckmann family, the men and women
who have contributed to improve and
work for this community. So that, through the
Foundation that now bears their name, in 2019
we will work under a Social Integral Model.
Upon reaching these 20 years we want to
find the best strategic plan that allows the Beckmann Foundation to continue with this legacy,
with this story; that enables it in the future to
be sustainable, empower the community and
achieve to stand as one of the best Smart Magic Towns in the country, rescuing both tangible and intangible heritage and so they may be
valued subject to all visitors.
We will work in culture, health issues, education programs and our model will now inclu-

de the strategic line of Social Innovation, which
is the capacity and the action to generate new
paths to achieve objectives, and different ways
of thinking to do things; where the community
is integrated and participates in social projects
that can bring them well-being.
We want to empower citizens and integrate all of those who want to make a difference in
their environment: to young people, to seniors,
to micro-entrepreneurs; providing them tools,
training, education, and getting them to keep
themselves through time along with their families. So that they can self-employ or generate
jobs and bring welfare to the community, that
they can continue ahead with this new touristic
vocation that Tequila has
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SOCIAL INNOVATION MODEL
VISION 2019
EDUCATION

CULTURE

TEENAGERS FROM 11 TO 15-YEAR-OLD,
TEACHERS, PARENTS, INTERNAL STAFF.

CHILDREN, YOUTH, ADULTS,
FAMILIES, VISITORS

· VIRTUAL LEARNING
COMMUNITY CENTER
· TEC DE MONTERREY/ANÁHUAC
EDUCATION ALLIANCE

COMMUNICATION

· JUAN BECKMANN GALLADO
CULTURAL CENTER
· ART INITIATION SCHOOL
· MUSIC SCHOOL
· OPERA STUDIO BECKMANN
· PLÁCIDO DOMINGO THEATRE

TERRITORIAL
AND SOCIAL
MARKETING

CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT

HEALTH
CHILDREN, ELDERS,
WOMEN AND FAMILIES.
· PSYCHOLOGICAL ATTENTION
· EMERGING SUPPORTS
· LEGAL AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE
· HEALTH CAMPAIGNS
· LIAISON OFFICES
· MI GRAN ESPERANZA HOSPITAL ALLIANCE

SOCIAL INNOVATION
BECKMANN
FOUNDATION

YOUNG PEOPLE, FARMERS, ARTISANS,
PRODUCERS, MICRO-ENTREPRENEURS,
COMMUNITY
· LOCAL DEVELOPMENT
· TRAINING
· ENTREPRENEURSHIP
· HERITAGE RESCUE
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20 YEARS

PHOTO EXHIBITION
PHILANTHROPIC CORRIDOR
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WORKSHOP
TEQUILA
CULTURAL
RICHNESS
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20 YEARS

WORKSHOP
PANZA LLENA,
CORAZÓN CONTENTO
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INTERNATIONAL CONTEST
SUSTAINABLE
SOCIAL HOUSING
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20 YEARS

PLUM FESTIVAL
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PROJECT
STAVE ART
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20 YEARS

MUSHROOM FESTIVAL
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FESTIVAL
DAY OF THE DEAD
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20 YEARS

CAMPAIGN
JUNTAS SOMOS
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GATHERING
FOGONES Y METATES

